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Abstract 

This thesis studies intelligent lighting solutions in 
urban environment by using human oriented and 
co-design methods. Intelligent lighting solutions 
can, besides energy-savings and optimized 
lighting, improve the life of the residents and 
make the system more reasonable. In this thesis, 
the approach to intelligent lighting is the users 
and their experiences, which often are complex 
and multi-faceted, but essential to be consider if 
aiming for better quality of life. This aim could be 
achieved by supporting the sense of community, 
activating people to participate and move around 
in the city and encouraging self-expression. The 
systems of an intelligent city collect real-time data 
from their environment and users. An intelligent 
system can use this data and in this way to benefit 
the users.

The methods used in this diploma thesis are the 
co-design method, scenario-writing method, 
conceptual design and implementation. The 
co-design method was used in the workshop 
organised in Kalasatama for its residents, to get 
the input from the potential users of the design 
in the future. For the workshop, we developed a 
co-design method, which aims to make lighting 
scenarios together with the participants, the 
users. 

The scenarios presented in this thesis were 
written based on the results of the workshop 
and my own ideas. They were grouped into four 
categories with varying points of view on the 
subject. City in View considers the solutions 
connected to the virtual and physical image of 
the city, the themes of public information and 
darkness in urban environments. City in Move 
focuses on the solutions connected with moving 
around and safety, by presenting intelligently 
adaptive street lighting systems and a system for 
emergency situations. City on Hold focuses on 
the usage of urban spaces and the personalised 
lighting. This category also presents the theme 
of activating people in urban spaces through the 
lighting. City in Mind describes the ways in which 
to collect and share the information in the city, 
and to implement them in smart services provided 
in city. The context of the conceptual plan is 
Kalasatama, a mixed-use area in Helsinki. The 
former harbour area is a developing area, which 
has profiled itself as a smart district and is actively 
developing new, intelligent solutions. Intelligent 
lighting is one more aspect on that development 
which completes the smart city movement.

The Implementations are presented with a case 
study of Verkkosaari, an area in Kalasatama. 

The  themes of the concept are implemented 
in the city and the realisations are presented.

The diploma thesis was created as part of the 
SenCity project, which is funded by TEKES and 
participating cities.

Tiivistelmä 
Kalasatama 2030 

Älykäs valaistus kaupunkiympäristössä. 
Helsingin Kalasataman konseptisuunnitelma

Diplomityöni tarkastelee älykkään valaistuksen 
käyttöä kaupunkiympäristössä hyödyntäen 
ihmisläheisiä ja osallistavia suunnittelumetodeita. 
Älykkäästi ohjatun valaistuksen avulla kautta 
voidaan saavuttaa energiansäästöjä optimoimalla 
valaistus eri olosuhteissa ja tilanteissa. Sen 
lisäksi älykkään valaistuksen avulla voidaan 
helpottaa asukkaiden elämää ja luoda miellyttäviä 
valaistuskokemuksia. Diplomityössäni tarkastelen 
älykästä valaistusta käyttäjien näkökulmasta 
ja heidän kokemuksistaan käsin, jotka usein 
ovat monimutkaisia ja monitahoisia, mutta 
välttämättömiä ottaa huomioon tavoitellessa 
parempaa elämänlaatua. Tavoite voidaan 
saavuttaa tukemalla yhteisöllisyyttä, aktivoimalla 
ihmisiä osallistumaan ja liikkumaan kaupungissa 
sekä tukemalla itseilmaisua kaupunkitilassa. 
Älykkään kaupungin järjestelmät keräävät 
ympäristöstään ja käyttäjistään ajantasaista 
tietoa, jota hyödynnetään käyttäjäkokemuksien 
parantamiseksi.

Käyttämäni metodit ovat olleet osallistava 
suunnittelu, skenaario-kirjoittaminen sekä 

valaistussuunnittelu. Osallistavia metodeita 
käytettiin Kalasataman asukkaille järjestetyssä 
työpajassa, jossa kerättiin paikallisten näkemyksiä 
ympäristöstään. Työpajaa varten kehitimme 
osallistavan suunnittelun metodin, jonka 
tarkoitus on luoda valaistusskenaarioita yhdessä 
osallistujien kanssa. Skenaario-kirjoittamisella 
tarkoitetaan lyhyitä kuvailevia tekstejä, joissa 
esitellään mahdollinen valaistustilanne.

Esitellyt skenaariot on kirjoitettu työpajan 
tulosten sekä oman alueanalyysini pohjalta. 
Nämä skenaariot on jaettu neljään ryhmään 
näkökulmansa mukaan. City in View, näkyvä 
kaupunki, tutkii sovelluksia, jotka liittyvät 
virtuaaliseen ja fyysiseen kaupunkikuvaan, 
julkisesti kaupunkitilassa jaetun tiedon jakamiseen 
sekä pimeyteen kaupunkiympäristössä. City in 
Move, kaupunki liikkeessä, keskittyy liikkumiseen ja 
turvallisuuteen, esitellen älykkäästi olosuhteisiin ja 
tilanteisiin mukautuvan katuvalaistusjärjestelmän 
sekä hätäjärjestelmän. City on Hold, kaupunki 
paikallaan, keskittyy kaupunkitilojen käyttöön 
sekä valaistuksen yksilöllistämiseen. Kategoriassa 
esitellään myös keinoja aktivoida ihmisiä 
kaupunkitiloissa valaistuksen kautta. City in 
Mind, kaupunki mielessä, kuvaa tapoja, joilla 
kerättyä tietoa voidaan jakaa, sekä keinoja 
tuoda tieto asukkaiden käyttöön älykkäiden 
palveluiden kautta. Konseptisuunnitelma sijoittuu 

Kalasatamaan Helsinkiin. Entinen satama-alue 
on kehittymässä asuin- ja työpaikka-alueeksi, 
joka profiloituu älykkääksi kaupunginosaksi 
kehittäen uusia, älykkäitä järjestelmiä. Älykäs 
valaistusjärjestelmä istuu näin luontevasti osaksi 
kaupunginosan elämää.  Tarkemman suunnittelun 
alueena on Verkkosaari, Kalasataman osa-alue. 
Konseptisuunnitelman teemoja on esitetty 
konkreettisessa muodossa tällä alueella.

Diplomityö on toteutettu osana SenCity-projektia, 
jonka on rahoittanut TEKES sekä projektiin 
osallistuvat kaupungit.
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Preface 

My interest in urban spaces and their design - 
including lighting as one element - started when 
I was doing my master courses. For me, one of 
the most interesting courses was the Design Led 
Urban Renewal module – a set which combined 
urban design with the design of street level objects 
and lighting in the city. I found that combination 
motivating, because I am interested in looking at 
the cities as whole. I see the city as a big organism, 
where every design decision influences the lives 
of the citizens. These decisions are made both in 
global and local scale, as big policies and in human 
scale by designing the street furniture.

In my thesis I envision a future smart city and an 
intelligent way to illuminate it. When I have been 
talking about my subject to the people around 
me, they usually find it somewhat distant and 
technical, something that they do not understand 
or need. In the scenarios and in the conceptual 
plan I have created, I wanted to integrate the 
intelligent lighting technology to the city in the 
way, that people using it would take it as a natural 
part of the future urban environment. From 
my point of view, smart technology solutions 
including lighting and their user interfaces should 
be designed not only to be easy to use but also 
truly beneficial for their users. They should also 

support the local and international policies for 
a more sustainable and better world to live in. A 
user, a street walker, a tram driver, a post-delivery 
person, a child walking to school are the ones 
who wander through our nightly scenery. Their 
experiences considering lighting is in the focus of 
my design. 

I made this diploma thesis as a part of Sen-City-
project, for which I worked for three months. Sen 
City is a research and development project carried 
out by the Oulu School of Architecture in the 
University of Oulu, VTT (Technical Research Centre 
of Finland Ltd), six Finnish cities and participating 
companies in lighting and ICT field. University of 
Oulu and VTT are responsible for the research, 
the partner cities provide the sites for the pilots 
and the companies develop their solutions and 
products for the pilots. TEKES (the Finnish Funding 
Agency for Innovation) and the participants fund 
the project. The aim of the project is to build a 
piloting environment, where intelligent lighting 
and new types of solutions based on open data 
can be tested and developed in real-world user 
contexts now and in the future. The vision of 
the project is to use the lighting infrastructure 
as a service platform, which enables besides 
intelligently controlled lighting different user-
oriented services. (Pihlajaniemi;Juntunen;Luusua;
Tarkka-Salin;& Juntunen, 2016) Helsinki is one of 

the participating cities in the project. Kalasatama 
area was chosen to be a study area for developing 
concepts for intelligent lighting solutions, as it 
already is profiled as the Smart city district of 
Helsinki.

Diploma thesis process involved a lot of co-
working. My tutor and the responsive leader of 
the University of Oulu part of the SenCity project 
Henrika Pihlajaniemi has given a great guidance 
and support throughout the design and writing 
process. Kalasataman fiksut valot (Smart Lights 
of Kalasatama) workshop tasks and methods 
were planned together using my analysis of the 
area as a starting point. The actual workshop 
was then organised with Maija Bergström from 
Forum Virium Helsinki and Fiksu Kalasatama 
(Smart Kalasatama) project, who arranged us the 
workshop space and gave important support to the 
subject. The workshop provided us vital insights 
from the residents of Kalasatama area. I received 
useful and realistic feedback from the scenarios 
and the conceptual plan from the representatives  
of the city of Helsinki1 in a meeting arranged in 
the beginning of April. In addition, I presented the 
thesis project to the SenCity project group several 
times in different phases of the project, and I 
would like to thank all the participants for their 
feedback and support.

Helsingissä, 22.11.2016

1 Present in the meeting: Juhani Sandström, Lighting Manager at 
the Public Works Department, Tuomas Hakala, project manager City 
Planning Department Helsinki, Hannu Asikainen, Kalasatama project 
manager of the City of Helsinki Executive Office, Pia Rantanen, 
Architect Public Works Department and Henrika Pihlajaniemi and the 
author from University of Oulu
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1… Introduction

“We find beauty not in the thing itself, 
but in the patterns of shadows, the light 
and the darkness, that one thing against 
another creates.”

-Jun’ichirõ Tanizaki

When I was a little child, my favourite pastime was 
to sit on the kitchen table in the “blue hour” and 
watch the night fall in slowly. The street in front 
of our house went dimmer and the lights of the 
cars seemed to get brighter. There was something 
mystical in the shadows, in the way the dark 
silhouettes moved through the scenery. The sky 
turned from light blue to always darker and the 
small town seemed to be falling asleep, until the 
moment when the streetlights were turned on. 
I always tried to catch that exact moment, but 
quite often I happened to look inside or close my 
eyes for a split second, and there they were. The 
mystical atmosphere was gone: the streets were 
now glooming in a yellowish light, revealing clearly 
everyone moving there. At the same time the 
mystery was blown out and the scenery got back 
to its normal, safe atmosphere.

The subject of this diploma thesis is intelligent 
lighting in urban spaces and a conceptual plan 

of lighting for urban spaces and intelligent lighting. 
I give background to the smart city ideology by 
opening its starting points and philosophy and 
present implementations. I also introduce the 
Smart Kalasatama project. In the chapter 2, I 
present the objectives of this thesis in more detail 
and describe the design process and the methods I 
have used. The chapter 3 presents and analysis my 
design area, results of the workshop and presents 
the scenarios based on these two former phases. 
In the chapter 4 I bring the concepts to the real 
but still unbuilt urban environment Verkkosaari, 
which is part of Kalasatama. Chapter 5 is for the 
conclusions and discusses the results of this study.

In my thesis,    I  have   studied    the public urban spaces  as 
defined in “Helsingin kaupungin rakennusjärjestys” 
 (the City of Helsinki building order)2 and common 
courtyards, the semi-public spaces that are 
specific for Kalasatama area. Common courtyards 
are the inner yards of the housing blocks, which 
traditionally are meant for leisure purposes of 
the habitants of the surrounding buildings, but in 
Kalasatama are managed by local service company 
and meant for open use of all habitants in the 
neighbourhood.

1.1… Lighting Design

Light is electromagnetic radiation or radiant 
energy that can be seen. Visual radiation consists 
of different wavelengths, that are perceived as 
different sensations. Natural lighting is varying 
according to the position and altitude of the 
sun, causing the cycle of day and night as well 
as seasons. Artificial light instead is produced 
by human technology to serve user’s needs and 
actions. 

Dimensions of lighting vary from economical, 
ecological and architectural aspects to human 
aspects. Economical dimension means the cost, 
that investing and maintaining of lighting causes, 
remembering, that sometimes bigger investment 
costs mean that the costs are diminished in longer 
term. Energy saving   luminaries bring savings too, 
and they are also more ecological. Sustainably 
designed lighting means optimizing the operating 
hours and minimising the used energy also when 
producing the luminaires and the light sources.  
Dimensions of architecture and urban spaces 
cover the visual impacts of light and the way 
a space is experienced. Human dimension is 
collapsing with the previous dimension, covering 
also the aspects of well-being and ergonomic of 
seeing. (Pihlajaniemi, 2014a)

of lighting in the future smart city district of 
Kalasatama. In the thesis, I have studied different 
ways intelligent lighting can be applied in various 
types of urban environments in the context of 
a smart city district. The key question has been 
how it can ease resident’s life, serve them and 
improve their quality of life. As I have chosen the 
user-centered design as the starting point, I have 
used methods that opens up the situation from 
users’ point of view. I have involved the residents 
with in the design process by using participatory 
design methods. Within this thesis process and 
the SenCity project, a workshop was arranged for 
gaining local knowledge and ideas of the potential 
users of a smart city district Kalasatama. I have 
also used a scenario writing method to represent 
adaptive lighting situations from the users’ point 
of view. In my thesis, I have also studied the 
smart city ideology, learned participatory design 
methods and found new intelligent lighting 
solutions, which I have implemented in my design 
area Kalasatama. Kalasatama is a new eastern 
extension of the downtown of Helsinki, a smart city 
district aiming to produce better living for people 
by using smart technologies and innovations.

This diploma thesis has been divided into five main 
chapters. In this introduction chapter I present 
the background to the subject. I go through basic 
principles of lighting design, especially the themes 

2 “As a public space it is meant a space that is referred as a street, 
street square, market place, park, recreational area or traffic are in 
town plan or a space which is in above mentioned use outside the 
town plan area.” (The City of Helsinki building order VII/2010, § 35) 
Translation by the author.
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Colour and temperature connects light to the time 
and space. The natural colour of light depends 
on the time of the day and year.  Colours we see 
consist of many wavelengths, white colour being a 
combination of them all. The colour temperature 
describes the visual appearance of white light 
emitted by given source and it is measured in 
Kelvins, the colour temperature of natural daylight 
varying from 1500 to 12500 Kelvins during the day. 
The lower the value, the warmer, more yellowish 
the light is, and with higher values   more blueish. 
Around 4000 K light is sensed as neutral in tone. 
The colour rendering index CRI is used to describe 
the ability of artificial light to render colours. The 
higher the number, the more naturally the light 
renders the colours. 

Illuminance describes the quantity of light emitted 
by a light source that lands on a given surface 
area. It is measured in the metric system in lux. 
Illuminance brings space and clarity to a spatial 
composition. By controlling illumination levels, 
we also control the intensity of visual extremes, 
which is important in aiming for a pleasant and 
smooth lighting at night. (Descottes & Ramos, 
2011) Different lighting situations require different 
illuminance levels; the more precise working or 
faster moving situation, the higher levels are 
required. 

Direction and distribution principle governs the 
form of light. The aim, shape and the beam of light 
have an influence on how the space is lit. Light can 
be directed in three different ways: up, down and 
multiple directions resulting either to a direct or 
indirect way to light up an object or a surface. 
Light distribution is either concentrated or 
dispersed. Different combinations of distribution 
and direction together offer many possibilities to 
render a space and its qualities, such as the texture 
and depth of a surface. Controlling distribution and 
direction, the limits of a space can be revealed and 
defined. An even light distribution is important in 
designing street lighting, where dark blind spots 
are especially unwanted and dangerous.

Human needs for lighting can be divided in three 
categories: biological, activity, and poetical. 
Biological needs contain the profound visual 
information lighting makes possible to get, such 
as orientation in a space, defence, stimulation, 
sustenance and survival. Light also has biological 
effects on humans by affecting our physiological 
processes such as metabolism, circadian rhythm 
and glandular secretion which all have effects on 
human performance, behaviour and emotions, 
in human well-being. The way humans adapt to 
the visual perception systems is also biological, 
meaning the way we adapt on different lighting 
levels and day-night-cycle. (Pihlajaniemi, 2015; 
Ojala, 1999; Lam, 1977)

Activity needs for lighting mean that different 
actions in different environments have varying 
requirements for lighting conditions. Different 
activities have different requirements for visual 
acuity meaning the luminance levels, distribution 
of luminance and glare, but also the atmosphere 
it creates. Each activity should have suitable 
atmosphere and a pleasant place created by light 
to attract people and make them feel good.

Poetical needs are the symbolic, existential and 
aesthetic needs for light. Light can express our 
relationship to the outside world and create 
identity to a certain space. Light is used as a 

part of rituals giving it special meanings. Artistic 
approaches to light is essential when designing 
architectural lighting, as light is used in order to 
see, to be seen and to be looked at, all for different 
purposes and situations. The mode of lighting 
depends on the functional needs of the space 
and the user; general lighting reveals the space 
without accents, when local lighting in contrary 
leaves some places in darkness illuminating only 
the key areas. The usage of indirect light may hide 
the luminaires in the space revealing only light in 
the space contrary to the situation where light 
source is visible. Location of a luminaires together 
with the materials of a space affect the visual 
effects of light.  (Pihlajaniemi, 2015; Ojala, 1999; 
Kelly, 1952; Millet & Barret, 1996)

The connection between visual experience and 
physical properties of light is the basis for lighting 
design. Most of our sensory information is gained 
by seeing, but it is not possible without light. 
Visual perception, meaning the visual experience, 
awakes emotions and gives meanings and a 
lighting designer need to find a way to create a 
space that would fulfil all the needs of light and 
also create memories (Pihlajaniemi, 2015).

Herve Descottes with Cecilia E. Ramos in their 
book Architectural lighting – Designing with light 
and Space (2011) define six visual principles as a 
set of design parameters to lighting design.  All 
parameters are linked together, but separately 
they describe well the visual aspects to be 
considered in lighting design. The parameters are 
described in the following.
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Luminance describes the amount of light reflecting 
from a given surface. Luminance is measured in 
candelas and luminance ratio is used to describe 
the differences in brightness between two 
surfaces. Luminance is sensed as brightness and 
it can be used to create hierarchies and directions 
to a space through light. The juxtaposition of light 
and darkness can affect our understanding of 
depth of a space or a size of an object. Different 
luminance degrees create hierarchies, but glare, 
the sensation of discomfort caused by misdirected 
light, is to be prevented. The discomforting glare 
acts as visual barrier breaking the sense of depth 
and one’s perception of a space and actually 
hides the objects meant to be lit. Therefore, the 
lighting fixtures should be designed and placed 
in a way that they create as little the unwanted 
glare as possible. The positive, controlled aspect 
of glare is called sparkle, meaning for example the 
phenomenon of light reflecting beautifully from 
water in the night.

Density describes the number of lighting fixtures 
in a given area and their arrangement in the 
space. The quantity and spatial composition of 
light sources are measured in meters, and the 
rhythm and movement of lights should always 
be planned considering the spatial properties 
and the architecture of the space. Lights can be 
arranged linearly, as they are typically used to 
light up streets, randomly or by an organised 
pattern, depending on their function and the 
space. Variations in density indicates also power, 
as for example, traditionally in public lighting 
design for public outdoor spaces the places that 
are considered more important are significantly 
better lit than those with lesser importance. The 
rhythm of the lighting fixtures is used to link or 
separate spaces and to create visual interest in 
a space. The way lighting fixtures are organised 
spatially affects the way we perceive and navigate 
through a space. Through using different patterns 
of densities, it is possible to influence the ways 
persons move through and interact in a space.

Height of the installed luminaire influences a lot on 
the spatial experience. The location of a light source 
defines the way we understand our surroundings 
and occupy and explore it by creating the limits 
of our surroundings by light. Luminance levels 
can also be controlled by adjusting the height of 
a light source. In urban lighting design variations 
of heights are used to create hierarchies between 
smaller alleys and bigger streets. The more public 
the area is, the higher the light sources tend to be, 
whereas a light source near the observer creates 
a sense of intimacy. The height of a lighting fixture 
affects among other factors also the intensity, 
spread and perceived brightness of a light source. 
The higher the light source is fixed, the larger the 
conic beam of light is. In addition, the visual image 
of th e light and the functionality of the space has 
to be considered. A single light source installed 
high can light up the same area as multiple light 
sources installed lower, but in the former case 
the single light source becomes an object in the 
space whereas the latter example gives more even 
lighting and smaller variety in brightness. Height 
together with density defines the actual quantity 
of light and the lit area also creates the sense of a 
space, an aspect to be considered when designing 
urban areas with different intimacy and spatial 
hierarchy.

1.1.1… Urban lighting design 

At the nightfall, the image of our cities change. 
Darkness occupies the places so familiar on 
day-time when the sun is not there anymore to 
provide light. The first public lighting system was 
created in London already in the 15th century, to 
provide increased vision and safety at the dark 
hours. During the last hundreds of years, the 
evolution of technology has changed the lighting 
systems from the lanterns hanging outside houses 
to the controllable LED-luminaires. (Brandi & 
Geissmar-Brandi, 2007; Schivelbusch, 1988) The 
first gas lights were installed in Helsinki in 1860, 
first on a single central street, but soon the system 
was expanded further to the streets nearby. 
Presumably the first electric lights were installed 
in Helsinki in 1885, when the two first electric 
lights were installed for marketing purposes. 
(Helsingin Kaupunki, 2003) 

Well-planned urban lighting makes the urban 
spaces accessible at dark times. Light provides 
visibility, sense of safety, and atmosphere, which 
three are the key elements when designing 
urban lighting. Good visibility enables the car 
drivers to see the environment, their route, and 
the other vehicles and street walkers. Light gives 
us the feeling on safety, when we can see our 

surroundings. Several studies have been made 
about the relationship of crimes and public lights, 
but the connection is not simple. Public lighting on 
the other hand allows us to see and to be seen, 
and so protects us. On the other hand, too bright 
spots cause glare and high contrasts, which makes 
it hard to see what happens in the darkness. 
(Brandi & Geissmar-Brandi, 2007) 

Architectural lighting and lighting of the urban 
spaces is based on the understanding of the 
basic properties of light, different surfaces and 
architecture. It is important to understand the 
composition and function of the space one is 
designing. The choice of lighting fixtures and 
their positioning have to fit in the space by their 
style and height.  Different urban spaces have to 
be treated differently by thinking what are the 
wanted illusion, functional needs and importance 
of each space. In urban spaces also the buildings 
can be lit, naturally the brightness and the 
number of luminaires depending on the function 
and architecture of the building. Housing buildings 
might have only a single light by the entrance, 
but a church instead might be lit to reveal the 
landmark of a city. As when street lighting design 
has to take into account the different ways to 
move and the scale of the traffic, also the façade 
lighting shows hierarchies by highlighting objects 
that are seen special, important or architecturally 

beautiful. Lit advertisements are visually 
dominating objects in city views, both iconic and 
irritating. Therefore, placement of them and their 
visual appearance in the night time are things to 
be considered.  Interesting and more experiential 
elements in the nocturnal spaces are temporary 
or permanent light installations, which are artistic 
and atmospheric approaches to lighting up the 
city. (Helsingin Kaupunki, 2003) 

Lighting of an old Arcahade in Barcelona, Spain (�pril 2016)
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The typology of lighting depends of the space to 
be designed. The context sets the requirements 
for lighting, so it is logical to categorize lighting 
typologies by the space typologies, such as 
traffic environments, urban spaces and yards. 
Since there is no fixed categorising of different 
typologies, the principles of lighting have to be 
found out specifically for each design task (Brandi 
& Geissmar-Brandi, 2007). Space typologies can 
be divided for example into fast spaces, such as 
main streets, bridges, and underpasses, where 
the typical moving speed is relatively high, and 
into slow spaces, such as walking areas, parks, 
and squares. In fast areas, safety and efficiency 
are main issues to be considered when choosing 
the right illuminance levels. Great longitudinal 
uniformity is important as well as prevention of 
glare and light disturbances, but at the same time 
sustainability and economical aspects should be 
considered. In the fast areas, there are always 
also people walking, who need light to see and to 
look at.  Slow areas do not need that high levels 
of illumination as the fast ones, but in slow levels 
the aesthetics of a space created by light and the 
scale of the lighting together with the context is 
more dominant. 

 

The City of Helsinki has made a guide book called 
“Kaupungin valot” (Lights of the City) (2003), in 
which they divide Helsinki in different lighting 
categories by the urban structure. I mainly follow 
this categorisation in my lighting design, by 
applying it in the parts that I have found useful.

“Capturing a city and its own character or 
expression, and responding to this in the 
lighting concept, to me seems to be the key. 
- - The integration of architectural lighting 
and functional light can draw together the 
cityscape. Additionally, synergies are created 
in which energy consumption can be reduced, 
if both aspects are considered and designed 
in conjunction. - - [Rotterdam] is among the 
first cities that do not produce two isolated 
lighting plans: one “beautiful, decorative” 
for illuminating buildings and a “technical, 
economical” for the street lighting. Most of all, 
the street lighting determines the atmosphere 
in a city; architectural lighting is often restricted 
to particular areas or the city centre.”  
   (Brandi, 2009)

As Brandi above states, lighting design should 
be wholesome, the whole urban environment 
should be designed as a whole, considering it an 
always changing environment. This means, that 
even though the urban spaces can be looked at 
separately, the overall lighting design should also 
be coherent. 

Lighting of a shopping street in Barcelona, Spain (�pril 2016)

The most common artificial light source used 
in urban spaces nowadays is LED. LED or “Light 
Emitting diode” is a crystal diode, which emits 
direct light when electricity is conducted through 
it. The success of LED lights lies on its flexible 
properties: the intensity of light can dynamically 
be changed from zero to hundred percent and the 
light colour can be varied by combining different 
types of LEDs. Red, green and blue, so called 
RGB colours, together can create over 16 million 
colours and also white light. These properties, 
alongside with energy efficiency, light intensity, 
and long lifespan, make LEDs but efficient, 
also flexible when designing adaptive lighting 
(Baumeiser, 2008). LEDs are also controllable and 
networkable via ICT, which make them extremely 
suitable to be used when designing intelligent 
lighting (Pihlajaniemi, 2016). 

1.1.2… Northern Conditions and darkness

The Northern location of Finland cause some 
special requirements when designing urban 
lighting. The winter is relatively dark and long 
whereas the summer in contrast is full of light. The 
conditions in the opposite ends of the country are 
totally different, too: in Helsinki, the winters tend 
to be dark and snowless late in the autumn. That 
means there is no light reflecting snow surface 
like in the northern parts of Finland. Summer 

nights are light also in the south of Finland, and 
therefore the need for electrical lighting is low. In 
Helsinki, the public outdoor lighting turns on and 
off according to the lighting conditions, but due 
to safety reasons, they are never fully turned off 
even in summer nights. Lighting is dimmed down 
in during night hours in the places where it is 
technically possible and safe. (Valve, 2016)

“At night, the buildings must sleep.”

 - Alvar Aalto

Considering safety and visibility issues, it is 
impossible actually to make a city “sleep” at 
night and be totally darkened, which is the 
normal setting during night in rural areas with no 
artificial public lights. Although light is needed at 
night, the unwanted leeks of light are a growing 
problem nowadays. The influence of the light 
emitting elsewhere than it actually was meant to 
is huge. However, light pollution can be avoided 
by making right choices when choosing the 
luminaires and their placing. The international 
Dark-Sky Association (IDA) was founded 1988 to 
find solutions how to prevent light pollution and 
to protect the night sky. With the right optics, 
directed luminaires, and rightly counted lighting 
levels the problem can be eased. In order to create 
better city lighting with minimum glare and light 
emission, new technologies have to been taken 

in planning. Sometimes less light is better. (Brandi 
& Geissmar-Brandi, 2007) A city is never dark 
– the security systems for a sudden electricity 
breakdown are too strong for the total collapse 
nowadays – but the need to see the starry sky in 
cities remain. Darkness in the right time of the day 
promotes psychological, ecological and aesthetic 
well-being.

1.2… Intelligent Lighting

During the last ten years, the development of 
new lighting and ICT-systems has been rapid 
and this movement has really improved the 
sustainability and energy efficiency of luminaires. 
It has been found out that adaptive lighting 
systems, which adjust to the actual conditions 
and situations, are considered to improve our 
daily life by bringing light there where it actually 
is needed or experienced (Baumeiser, 2008). 
“Adaptive lighting” is a concept which normally 
is defined as an intelligent system, where the 
lighting reacts dynamically to the real-time sensor 
data monitoring the current environmental 
conditions or to the appearance of people. 
(Pihlajaniemi, 2016; Hughes & Danny, 2008) The 
gathered data needs then to be processed in the 
system, which transforms it into lighting control 
commands as the pre-defined parameters state 
(Guo, 2008). Adaptive lighting affects also the 
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human’s experiences in their environment and 
that aspect should be considered side by side 
with the ecological and economical aspects when 
designing intelligent lighting.  The multifaceted and 
complicated experiences in environments where 
adaptive lighting is used means that, in order to 
create good quality environments with a value to 
the humans, the inhabitants, their viewpoint has 
to be considered in design. (Pihlajaniemi, 2016) 

Adaptive lighting consists of different 
subcategories, which are overlapping and inside 
each other’s, like layers in an onion, so that the 
outer categories include the core ones. Lighting is 
dynamic when it changes, but only the adaptation 
to some data makes it adaptive. Intelligent lighting 
is both dynamic and adaptive, but it adapts on 
data in real-time. Interactive lighting requires 
some kind of explicit interaction of a user and 
together with intelligent lighting they create 
participatory lighting, which requires the input by 
the participant to be either creative or meaningful, 
such as in a participatory light art installation. 
(Pihlajaniemi, 2016; Schmidt, 2000) 

Adaptive lighting in urban spaces can create many 
possibilities to create environmental experiences 
in many levels for user. Lighting could adapt to 
the natural lighting conditions, to weather, and to 
events, thus attracting people to participate and 

supporting social interaction. Lighting could even 
adapt to the individual needs of an inhabitant in a 
space, and for example, to support the seeing the 
environment and interaction. Sense of security 
could be improved and adaptive lighting could 
even be used to communicate, between citizens, 
from the government to the street users. Lighting 
can communicate with the user through changing 
the light intensity, colour, its distribution or the 
pace of dynamic changes. The interaction with 
light can be implicit, meaning that the users do 
not do any conscious effort primarily meant to 
change lighting, but for example walks into a park 
where sensors detect their appearance. Explicit 
interaction in contrast is some act meant to give 
a signal or starting point for a dynamic change. 
(Pihlajaniemi, 2016; Schmidt, 2000) Dynamic 
changes in lighting require but effort and goal, 
also lighting technology that makes it possible. 
During the last ten years, the development of 
LEDs has given a whole new meaning for designing 
intelligent lighting, since it makes dynamic changes 
possible.

The real-time data behind the intelligently 
chancing lighting can originate from a city’s open 
public data resources, providing for example data 
from current energy consumption, actual weather 
data collected from sensors on site, weather 
report, motion sensors by adapting to the 

position of a user, weight sensors as used by the 
traffic lights, sound detecting sensors or sensors 
monitoring the brightness of the environment. 
(Pihlajaniemi, 2016; Pihlajaniemi, et al., 2016) The 
adaptation of lights can be local or even individual 
to a user, depending on the site, system and the 
wanted adaptation.

When designing intelligent lighting, a lighting 
masterplan is a useful tool for urban lighting 
designers to illustrate the overall lighting concept 
of a space. A lighting masterplan sets guidelines 
for the illumination of a city, reveals the lighting 
hierarchy relevant to the context and summarises 
the themes for lighting. It may also include 
information of technical or economical aspects to 
complete the lighting plan, which is not the case 
in the traditional lighting design visualisation. 
Masterplan is done on the top of the map of the 
design site using colour codes and other signals 
to illustrate the plan. (Brandi & Geissmar-Brandi, 
2007) 

1.3… Smart City 

Global urbanization means that more and more 
people live in cities and urban areas, even though 
the levels of urbanization vary greatly depending 
of the region. This trend has been going on for 
decades, and it has led to the situation where 54% 
of the world’s population were living in the urban 
areas in 2014, and the number is expected to 
grow up to 66% by 2050. (UN, 2014) Sustainable 
development challenges occur from this growing 
number of people living in dense areas. The 
needs of growing urban population include 
housing, infrastructure, transportation, energy, 
and employment as well as the basic needs such 
as education and health care. Even though some 
services are easier to provide in urban areas and 
in general people have higher quality of live, there 
are still huge problems in providing these services 
equally for everyone. Managing urban areas is one 
of the most important development challenges, as 
the UN report states. (UN, 2014) These challenges 
require new strategies to manage them.

The term Smart City was created already in 
1990s, when Information and Communication 
technologies (ICT) were taken with in planning the 
infrastructure of the cities. It meant the use of new 
technologies in planning cities infrastructure, in 
order to make them smarter and more intelligent. 

Even though the use of innovative technologies, 
especially ICT, are still a vital part of ideology, 
it was soon criticized to be too narrow. Smart 
solutions were needed not only to create solutions 
to problems like organizing infrastructure but also 
in governance and education (Albino, et al., 2015). 
In their literature review about the use of the 
term “smart city” Albino et al. (2015) list varying 
definitions, depending on the viewpoint the 
theme is approached. The findings vary depending 
on whether the term includes “hard domains” 
such as buildings, energy grids and mobility, or 
“soft domains” too, such as education, culture 

and social inclusion. To create a thorough view to 
urban lifestyle, all the aspects of a modern society 
should be taken in account. Smart City is therefore 
besides ideology, also a policy to achieve certain 
results, which cannot be based only on technology 
but people using them. Therefore, Albino et al. 
(2015) state that “the label “smart city” should 
refer to the capacity of clever people to generate 
clever solutions to urban problems.”

Lamppost design in the Smart City Barcelona, Spain.
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One way to approach the term and its definition is 
to look at it from the viewpoint of the community.

“A smart city infuses information into 
its physical infrastructure to improve 
conveniences, facilitate mobility, add 
efficiencies conserve energy, improve 
quality of air and water, identify problems 
and fix them quickly, recover rapidly from 
disasters, collect data to make better 
decisions, deploy resources effectively, and 
share data to enable collaboration across 
entities and domains. “ (Nam & Pardo, 
2011)

In a smart community the residents and the 
government work together to achieve better 
environment. It focuses on the role of humans 
and their partnership, meaning that a city needs 
to grow smart ways and the residents need to be 
active in that development. (Albino, et al., 2015)

The authorities like European Union define the 
term smart city on quantitative qualities, in order 
to be able to follow the evolution of smart cities. 
The European Smart Cities project defines the 
term Smart City as follows:

“A Smart City is a city well performing in 6 
characteristics [Smart Governance, Smart 
Economy, Smart Living, Smart Mobility, 

Smart People and Smart Ecology], built on 
the ‘smart’ combination of endowments 
and activities of self-decisive, independent 
and aware citizens.”    
    (european smart 
cities, 2014)

In the smart city definition by EU the 
aforementioned characteristics are opened 
in the following way: Smart Governance is for 
transparency in administration, open public data 
and smart use of technologies. Smart Economy 
means supporting industry entrepreneurship, 
innovations and connections to other smart cities. 
Smart Living includes healthy, safe and vibrant 
urban environment. Smart Mobility requires well-
functioning public transport and cycling network, 
which combined with IT systems result in fluent 
traffic. Smart people means good education, the 
opportunity to participate in decision making 
and fulfil aspirations. Smart Economy covers 
the efficiency and sustainability issues, such as 
environmentally healthy energy systems and 
clever city planning.  (Albino, et al., 2015; European 
Parliament, 2014; Forum Virium Helsinki, 2014)

Intelligent lighting goes under the category of 
Smart Environment as part of sustainability. As EU 
demands to decrease the energy consumption by 
20% per year and one way to go to that direction 

is to cut the energy consumption of street lighting. 
The city of Helsinki was ranked in the top six in 
European Parliament’s Smart City research 2014. 
Smart City development in Helsinki is coordinated 
by Forum Virium Helsinki, which describes itself 
as “an innovation unit within the Helsinki City 
organization”. It aims to develop new digital 
services with other substances. The ideology of 
Forum Virium Helsinki is based on the idea, that 
the best way to improve the services in a city is to 
start with everyday life by developing services that 
really ease resident’s life. (Forum Virium Helsinki, 
2014)

Huge credentials for this ranking were thanks 
to Helsinki’s open data policy: Helsinki Region 
Infoshare opens all the data produced by the city 
for everybody to use. Term open data is used to 
describe the information that has been opened 
for everybody to use for free. Open data is most 
commonly provided by public organisations such 
as governments, but also the private corporations 
have the possibility to open their data for open 
and free use. Information and data are seen as 
valuable resources by supporting learning and 
intelligent use of other sources, but only when 
they are used. By opening data, it is hoped to 
improve transparency and democracy in society, 
as well as to support business and innovations. 
(HRI, 2011)

The Helsinki Region Infoshare (HRI) is a web-based 
service, which was founded to make information 
sharing quick and open data easily accessible for 
everyone. The available data is mostly statistical 
information about urban life, such as economics, 
employment, transport, and traffic. The data 
HRI offers is completely free for developers, 
researches, innovators, citizens, and anyone 

interested. HRI aims to support the utilization of 
open data and informs data producers to open 
their data. (HRI, 2013) The data on the webpage 
is divided into multiple categories from living to 
sports. Another option to search data is to type in 
a key word: by searching for “lighting” the result 
gives statistics about working class people’s living 
conditions in early 20th century but also a satellite 

picture of Helsinki’s nightly image. The satellite 
picture shows the lighting conditions in Helsinki 
by night and this data among other free data has 
been used by a private person in an application 
that shows great spots to watch aurora borealis 
in Helsinki. Aurora Spotter Helsinki (http://koti.
kapsi.fi/falsuhail/aurora/, made by Faris Alsuhail) 
website offers also useful tips how to use data 
provided, suggest ideas for applications, and 
present the existing ones. To improve utilization 
of open data, Helsinki Loves Developers (a net 
portal and organisation aimed to develop projects 
and applications that use open data, operated by 
the Open Software Development team of City of 
Helsinki) has also made workshops to brainstorm 
possibilities of data usage to improve cycling in the 
city as well as real-time parking space solutions in 
the city. 

1.4… Smart Kalasatama 

To bring the Smart City ideology wider and deeper 
in Finland’s capital, Helsinki City council has decided 
to build a real-scale model for a true intelligent 
city. Project Smart Kalasatama, coordinated by 
Forum Virium Helsinki, will test – and already is 
testing - new solutions of a sustainable city, new 
ways of intelligent, mobile services and ways to 
improve the quality of live. The motto of Smart 
Kalasatama project claims the city to be so smart 

Screen capture from HRI-webpage, information of the Aurora Spotter application http://www.hri.fi/fi/sovellukset/aurora-
spotter-helsinki/
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“that it saves one hour of resident’s time every 
day” (Smart Kalasatama, 2016). Smart Kalasatama 
is developed as a pilot area, where Forum Virium 
Helsinki, the city of Helsinki, research companies, 
start-ups, entrepreneurs, as well as companies 
together search for smart city solutions. The 
project sees Kalasatama as a “living lab”, a place 
where new innovative solutions and service 
platforms are created but also the networks 
consisting of developers and residents. (Smart 
Kalasatama, 2016)

The technological basis of Smart Kalasatama 
is built on the smart energy systems used in 
the area. Together Helen Oy (the electricity 
company of Helsinki), ABB and Fingrid have 
created a combination of intelligent electricity 
system solutions, which are and will be tested in 
Kalasatama. Intelligent energy solutions create 
an efficient and secure network and use all the 
potential of renewable energy. (ABB, 2016) Case 
Kalasatama is built by the following combination: 
one of the Finland’s largest solar power station, 
smart energy storage facility, eco-friendly district 
cooling, intelligently remote controlled transform 
station, medium-voltage ring network, and 
network of electric cars. Additionally, building 
automation systems are installed in some of 
the housing buildings to allow monitoring of 
the use of electricity and water in real time. The 

residents can follow and control the systems in 
their apartments through mobile devices, which 
hopefully leads into more conscious use of energy. 
(ABB, 2013)

Although smart energy systems are vital for a smart 
city development, Smart Kalasatama project aims 
to bring the smart city ideology further by bringing 
the benefits of smartness to the people living in 
Kalasatama. Agile piloting program was created to 
establish new innovative services for Kalasatama 
people. The first four tests started running in 
spring 2016 and they offer smart mobility services 
(Tuup, www.tuup.fi ), effective waste management 
(smart trash bins on the street, service organised 
by local service system), reducing food waste 
( (Foller, 2015), www.foller.fi) and map-based 
social media co-creating local services (Nappi 
Naapuri by Yhteismaa, www.nappinaapuri.fi ). 
Tuup brings all the means of transport together 
in one mobile app, including public transport 
and shared vehicles, rent cars, and city bikes. It 
claims to “solve the urban travelling” to its user 
by making an easy and efficient combination from 
different options. One objective of this pilot is to 
find out, if there is a possibility to affect people’s 
way to move around. (Tuup, 2015) The second 
pilot, smart waste bins, were made to cover the 
need for public trash bins in Kalasatama. (Fiksu 
Kalasatama, 2016) These pilots are made directly 

to the people living in the Kalasatama area, to fulfil 
the Smart Kalasatama vision of gaining one extra 
hour a day. The next phase of piloting starts in 
the autumn 2016 and the focus will be on service 
pilots, which would encourage “accessibility and 
coverage of different services and widen current 
service offering”. (Smart Kalasatama, 2016)

 Among the above mentioned projects Smart 
Kalasatama coordinates several other programs 
too. The Innovators’ Club (Kehittäjien klubi) 
is arranged four times a year for developers, 
entrepreneurs and everybody interested in 
smarter Kalasatama. The Innovators’ club aims 
to bring together all the people interested in 
developing the area. In the meetings, current 
projects are presented, discussed and brought 
further. As the well-functioning collaboration 
between different stakeholders is seen vital for 
the future, the Innovators’ club seeks also a new 
type of district-based co-operation. The residents 
of Kalasatama are taken care of too: the resident’s 
night are held to introduce the new services and 
projects and to create the sense of community. 
We from SenCity-project also took part on 
the Innovators’ club events and presented our 
workshop findings to the residents in their event.

Smart City

Smart Governance Smart Economy Smart Living Smart Mobility Smart PeopleSmart Ecology

(european smart cities, 2014)

Smart Lighting

dynamic lighting

adaptive lighting

intelligent lighting
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2.2… Working process and methods

My working process can be divided into several 
phases. The first phase can be labelled as the pre-
design research phase, in which I went through 
existing knowledge of the subject and started the 
analysing of the design area and recognising there 
typological lighting situations. The second phase 
was the planning and running a participatory 
design workshop for the residents of Kalasatama 
and then analysing the results. The workshop was 
realised as part of the SenCity project together with 
Smart Kalasatama project run by Forum Virium 
Helsinki. As the third phase I name the scenario 
working part, even though I started working 
with the scenarios already in the first phase 
by developing the Scenario Game Tool for the 
participatory workshop. The third phase was then 
actually writing those imagined situations of the 
use of intelligent lighting in Kalasatama, visualising 
what could happen in the future, based on my own 
analysis and results of the workshop. In the fourth 
phase, a conceptual plan for Kalasatama was 
created by bringing these scenarios on the map 
and adjusting them to fit in place. The conceptual 
plan, as well as the scenarios, were divided into 
four categories, referring to different viewpoints 
to the subject. The last phase in design process 
was then implementing the ideas presented in the 
scenarios to Verkkosaari, a subarea in Kalasatama.

2.2.1… Analysis

The design process started with studying and 
analysing the site. By studying the city structure, 
I identified and differentiated different types of 
urban places and their needs when thinking of 
lighting design. I collected my findings in a table, 
which helped me to find out the special properties 
of each place. I imagined what people would do 
in there, at which time, what the atmosphere 
could be and what are the basic functional needs 
of lighting. I used the table as a tool for myself, 
to keep in mind what I already had thought and 
what should be referred to later. I did this analysis 
part by using the basic analysis techniques for 
urban environments I had learned in school. The 
material I used to get information were the master 
plan of Kalasatama and the “Sörnäistenrannan ja 
Hermanninrannan osayleiskaava, osayleiskaavan 
selostus” (the partial disposition plan of 
Kalasatama) and its report.

2.2.2… Scenario working method

Intelligent lighting design is designing with time 
and space. To better understand the user’s needs, 
experiences and ways to interact with lighting, the 
scenario-working method was used in early phase 
of my design task. The basic idea of scenario-
working is to create short stories about a specific 
scene and describe in detail how the user would 

act in the space and how the lighting would react 
to it. The aim is instead of describing the system 
operations to describe the scene from the user’s 
point of view in a lightweight way. The form of a 
scenario is free, but usually it describes a setting 
or a situation, where one or multiple actors 
go through some process. Scenario-working is 
basically sketching with words, a quick way to 
visualize possible options and at the same time 
consider the emotions and reactions of the user. 
(Rosson & Carroll, 2002) In their article, Rosson 
and Carrol (2002) give an example of how to use 
the method in software development, but the 
same framework works in designing adaptive 
and dynamic lighting, where there are various 
variables and the experiences of the users can be 
taken into consideration. The iterative process of 
scenario writing method allows studying different 
possibilities and analysing them before making 
actual design statements or implementations. 

Pihlajaniemi (2016) describes in her doctoral 
thesis how scenarios can be used in design process 
of intelligent lighting. She has used the method in 
several research projects. Short stories were used, 
for example, in designing adaptive lighting for a 
path through a park. The research group wrote 
short narratives imagining what could happen 
when a certain person or group of persons went 
through the space. The actors were from different 

2… Objectives, Working Process and Methods used

2.1… Objective of the diploma thesis

In my diploma thesis, I had three objectives: 1) 
to deepen my understanding and knowledge of 
intelligent lighting and its design process as well 
as to understand the reasons behind the use of 
smart systems, 2) to study the ways intelligent 
lighting could serve the user in urban spaces and 
to create concepts of digital services that use the 
intelligent lighting infrastructure as a platform 
and, 3) to develop participatory techniques in 
co-designing intelligent and adaptive lighting 
solutions. First objective is a personal one: the 
need to understand the background and reasons 
emerged during the design process. The second 

objective was the given thesis task, since this thesis 
is part of SenCity research project. Third objective 
comes from the fact that there are no established 
co-design methods for intelligent lighting, since 
the whole subject is rather new and each project 
differs from each other and requires unique tools. 
The working methods and process are described 
more in detail in the next chapter. 

Participatory design methods are an emerging 
design practice that includes non-professional 
participants, possibly the potential end-users of 
the design, in the design process by arranging 
various co-design activities. The methods and 
techniques used may vary depending on the 

project and its scale. Participatory design methods 
are used both to introduce new technologies to 
those affected by the design and making use of 
participants’ tacit knowledge, which otherwise 
would not be revealed. (Pihlajaniemi, 2016; 
Sanders, et al., 2010) 

This diploma thesis follows the research-by-
design method by using the designs as a tool 
for making research. That means the iterative 
working process, where the used methods and 
architectural design practices are an alysed and 
used to improve the theoretical background 
and brought back to practical design process as 
abstracted knowledge. (Sanders & Stappers, 2014)

Analysis

Workshop

Working Process

Scenarios
Conceptual Plan

Implementations

Theoretical background

Objectives
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Scenario Game (next page)

The first variable in my listing was the space, 
categorised as I had done previously in the first, 
analysis phase. In the second row, I listed the 
possible actors, or persons from different age and 
user categories, who could be acting in the space. 
Third variable is the act: what is the actor doing 
in the space. The fourth one is the time slot when 
the scene happens. The idea is to pick a circle from 
each row in the first four rows and in that way to 
create the basic setting for the scenario, a rough 
storyline, which was then widened in the actual 
scenario. The fifth row consists of the features that 
describe the lighting experience, mainly aimed to 
stir imagination and bring out different aspects of 
the lighting experience. Multiple of the features 
are picked to create a wholesome experience. The 
sixth and the last row deals with the theme smart 
services, which possibly exist or are available in 
the space. This section is optional, leaving to the 
designer or participant an option to think the 
needs and desires of the users and possibilities to 
serve them better.

age and user groups, all moving in their personal 
ways and going through different experiences and 
emotions, when the lighting situations around 
them was chancing. The stories were then analysed 
and categorised to find different adaption triggers 
and factors that affected the lighting situation as 
well as the sensor data used. These short stories 
and their analysis were then transformed into a 
conceptual plan and finally into detailed lighting 
adaptation designs, a set of lighting situations and 
ways to interact with light to be tested in the park. 
(Pihlajaniemi, 2016)

Since my design area consists of a whole city with 
its multiple urban spaces, I made a list of possible 
variables to help my own working with scenarios 
and to keep track on whether I had taken different 
areas and possibilities in consideration. In the 
first version of the table, I also included basic 
questions considering lighting situation, such as: 
“What is the basic lighting situation in the space? 
Does it somehow change when the actor moves or 
interacts in the space?” I also included questions 
considering the interacting with intelligent 
systems, such as: “Can the users somehow interact 
with the lighting situation to fulfil their individual 
needs? Are the users somehow connected to 
the intelligent systems and services of the smart 
city?”. The biggest benefit of the table for me as a 
designer was that I could list different possibilities 

and keep the stage quite open, as well as figure 
out the actual questions what I wanted to answer 
by writing the scenarios to achieve my goals. I 
found this way of working with scenarios helpful 
in giving structure when going through different 
options. Even though I tried to make the listings 
thorough, I did not take them as restricting, but 
more imagination triggering. Even more useful I 
found this kind of scenario table when we were 
working with non-professionals in the workshop 
in Kalasatama. The game-type scenario making 
with limited options seemed to work in aiding the 
participatory lighting design process by helping 
the non-professionals to understand the situation 
and to lead them into the world of lighting design. 
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2.2.3… Workshop

Multiple methods and mindsets have been 
developed for participatory design processes in 
the recent years. One approach to a co-design 
process is to divide it into four phases: pre-design, 
generative, evaluative and post-design. The pre- 
and post-design phases aim to understand the 
people’s experiences and to prepare people to 
participate in co-designing. The generative phase 
aims to find ideas and concepts by allowing the 
future users to give out their viewpoints. Evaluative 
phase means prototyping and developing the 
design objects in an iterative way until the design 
is ready to post-design research. 

Different approaches to making are used in 
different research and design phases and the 
approaches differ from each other by how they 
take the user in account and whether the action is 
led by design or research. Participatory methods 
are mainly used in generative phase by taking the 
users’ with in the design process. Generative phase 
uses typically toolkits for making to give designers 
and non-designers tools to describe future 
objects, concerns or opportunities. Toolkits are 
freely composed sets that aim to make an artefact 
of the future. The sets are prepared by designers 
or researchers and they mainly introduce and 
guide the process, but the result is created by the 

participants. (Sanders & Stappers, 2014) In our 
workshop we started with the pre-design phase 
by trying to find out the thoughts of the current 
situation and followed then with the generative 
phase by trying to make the participants to create 
their own scenarios of the future.

Our co-design workshop was arranged mainly for 
the people already living in Kalasatama. Workshop 
session was arranged in an old harbour building in 
Kalasatama, which allowed us to observe the site 
in real-time. The workshop had two aims: the first 
one was to get the residents’ tacit knowledge of 
the site and to find out the places and spaces they 
found well-designed, problematic or potential for 
development. The second aim was to research the 
different sites designed to be built in Kalasatama 
and to think what kind of intelligence would be 
needed and where. The third aim was to create 
together a loose lighting scenario based on 
workshop participants’ ideas and experiments. 
The workshop was divided into three phases 
following these aims, with a short introduction 
in the beginning of the workshop and a results 
presentation session in the end. The participants 
were arranged into two groups, which both had 
one leader from the research group guiding the 
process. All the discussions were recorded and 
studied later.

Since the area we were studying was still mainly 
unbuilt and we only had a masterplan of the area, 
all the workshop material was presented by maps. 
In the first phase, the map of whole Kalasatama 
area was the subject of study. Based on the 
analysis I had done before; the different types 
of spaces were indicated by different colours to 
ease understanding of the area. It became soon 
clear, that since most of the area is still un-built, 
the participants had best input to the areas they 
already knew. This phase of the workshop was 
a slightly structured discussion: with the help 
of markers and little post-it notes with different 
colours indicating different themes of interests, 
notes were made on the map to figure out the 
places that caused reactions. There were four 
themes: blue indicated the thoughts connected 
to the water element, yellow was used for moving 
around, green for parks and other leisure areas, 
and red for open public spaces. The colours were 
used as discussion starts and to bring attention to 
probably the most interesting areas concerning 
everyday life in Kalasatama, but a lot of interesting 
discussion happened also during free conversation.

Second part of the workshop consisted of a bigger 
scale analysis of a certain place. I had pre-made 
maps of four different places, a square by the 
canal, a square between buildings, a street by the 
water and a park. At this phase, went through the 

The first phase of the Workshop. Working with the map of Kalasatama.

Second part of the workshop. Finding out the different users, activities and lighting for different spaces.

same discussion more thorough than in the former 
phase. We worked with the same method as with 
the big map: the conversation went through a 
slightly guided discussion. Here I noticed that the 
material we had provided did not work the best: 
for non-architects the bigger scale map should 
have had more details and imagination triggers to 
bring the discussion further after those issues we 
had already gone through with the big map. The 
working with the smaller map should have had a 
more precise function or there could have been 
another method to use the map. However, the 
same scale was used in the third phase, and there 
it worked well.

Scenario Game was used in the third phase. In this 
phase, we followed the idea of creating a scenario 
by following certain steps that I presented in the 
earlier chapter. The map of the design space was 
printed on the paper and the toolkit consisted of 
round-shaped pieces of paper with illustrations 
of the different categories, suggesting ideas of 
user(s), action, time, lighting experience and 
possible smart services. The participants went 
through the boxes and created stories of how 
people they chose to be the experiences would 
act in the space. They chose the type of lighting in 
the situation, and how it could dynamically change 
and what would be the adaptation trigger in the 
situation. The aim was to create an illustrated 
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and recorded scenario of an adaptive lighting 
situation, made by the layman participants. Going 
through the different type of situations, it became 
clear that lighting affects the emotions strongly. 
For example, the participants used a lot words like 
scary or uninviting when describing the dark spots 
in the area.

After the workshop, I went through the material 
produced in the workshop and collected the 
results in a map and as a finalized scenario to 
be presented to the residents of Kalasatama at 
their own gathering. I see this as turning to the 
evaluative research phase, where the thoughts and 
ideas are then worked further to written scenarios 
and finally to the actual conceptual plan. The 
post-design phase in my personal design process 
will be the evaluation of this thesis and the given 
feedback. The concepts of intelligent lighting, 
some of which are also presented in my thesis, will 
be studied further. The aim is to pilot some of the 
concepts and within the SenCity project, and the 
final users’ feedback of the developed designs will 
be gained.

Third part of the workshop, creating a scenario in a park by using the ready-made cards, notes, pens and coloured silk paper.

Examples of cards used in the workshop: User (green), �ctivity (blue), Time (orange), Lighting experience (yellow) and Intelligent Services (blue).

SENIORS SPORTS

GATHERING 
INFORMATION

ENERGY 

INFO

3… Analysis, workshop results and scenarios - Case Kalasatama

3.1. Analysis of the site

Kalasatama is a city district in the eastern part of 
downtown Helsinki. It is a long area located on 
the western side of “Kulosaaren silta” reaching 
both south and north from Itäväylä. The former 
harbour and industrial area is going through huge 
transition to a mixed-use area by year 2030. 
(Uutta Helsinkiä, 2016)  New partial disposition 
plan for Sörnäistenniemi and Hermanninranta, 
the area more commonly known as Kalasatama, 
was published in 2008. The planning area is 
bordered by the sea in the south and the east, by 
a patch separating the area from Arabianranta in 
the north, and the streets Hermannin rantatie, 
Lautatarhankatu and Sörnäisten rantatie in the 
west. I have chosen this same area as my design 
area for the conceptual plan. The new area is 
being built on the former Sörnäinen harbour, 
from where harbour functions have been 
moved to different locations. Hanasaari power 
station will be replaced with housing, too, as the 
power station is to be demolished. (Helsingin 
kaupunkisuunnitteluvirasto, 2008) There are two 
places offering cultural and restaurant services in 
the area: Suvilahti, which is a former energy station 

area and now hosts music festivals, temporary 
events and cultural facilities, and Teurastamo, a 
former slaughtering place now focusing on food 
services. In my thesis, I study the area in the 
form that Helsinki’s City Planning Department 
(Kaupunkisuunnitteluvirasto) has envisioned for 
Kalasatama in 2030 in their master plan. 

Location of Kalasatama (original map kartta.hel.fi)

I base my conceptual plan on that visualisation of 
Kalasatama in the future.
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Kalasatama area consists of multiple smaller 
subareas and it will be built gradually. The first 
area, Sörnäistenniemi, will be completed in year 
2016 and there are now already 200 residents. 
The construction works in the centre of the 
area have started and the shopping mall and 
its 8 high-rise towers are being built. In the 
whole new Kalasatama, there will be housing for 

approximately 20 000 people and workplaces for 
8000 people. Services, such as office and cultural 
functions, are scattered between housing and 
closer to the mainland, whereas the seafront is 
reserved mainly for housing.

Since Kalasatama is an old harbour area, the 
closeness of the sea has been taken as a big 

Subareas of Kalasatama Views from Kalasatama

motive in planning the area. Also the names of the 
old islands have been taken in use again. Water is 
an evident element everywhere, as the planned 
seashore is long and offers many opportunities 
to build by the water. The buildings are placed 
by the water, and some even on the water; this is 
the case for example in the northern Verkkosaari, 
where single-family houses are planned to create 
a network of piers as streets. The architectural 
image of the city is to be like the downtown of 
Helsinki: densely built area with tight streets and 
relatively high buildings together with closed block 
structure in most parts of the area. The diversity of 
architectural typologies is to be found in the master 
plans: each subarea has a distinctive building type 
that will separate it from the neighbours, though 
the transition is rather smooth. Despite the high-
risers in the centre, there are also places meant for 
townhouses between the bigger masses to create 
differentiation in the scale. In the master plan, 
terraced houses are designed to create transition 
from high to low structures. 

Kalasatama is located by one of main roads, 
Itäväylä, which goes through Kalasatama. The 
metro line from east to west follows the same 
route. Trams are planned to run through the area 
from downtown to eastern parts of Helsinki, as 
the vision of Kruunusillat will be realised during 
next ten years. Baana is a high-quality pedestrian 

Traffic connections Green areas Urban spaces and functions in Kalasatama
Red: schools and child care units. Orange: squares and market places. Yellow: 

pedestrian areas.

and cycling street built in the middle of Helsinki, 
offering a quick lane from the centre to western 
part of downtown. The same type of cycling 
connection has been planned through Kalasatama, 
although there it will not be disconnected from 
the other traffic forms.

The area will be built dense, but green courtyards 
inside closed blocks bring air to the master plan. 
The inner courts are to be used as common 
courtyards, free for everybody to visit. There are 
two main green areas in the area: The Kalasatama 
park poking finger-like into the city and the park 
in the middle of the buildings in Sompasaari. 

More natural green area is found in the northern 
pats of the area at Hermannin rantapuisto and in 
Mustikkamaa, which is connected to Kalasatama 
by Isoisänsilta bridge. 

DOWNTOWN

EASTERN 
HELSINKI
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3.2. Kalasataman Fiksut Valot –Workshop

A co-design workshop was arranged for the 
residents of Kalasatama together with Smart 
Kalasatama project in 1.3.2016. The participants 
actively discussed the possibilities of intelligent 
lighting in Kalasatama area. Most of them 
either lived in Kalasatama or worked with its 
development programs. Since the only built 
area of Kalasatama so far is Sörnäistenniemi, the 
focus of the discussion naturally laid in the area 
and its close surroundings, when we in the first 
phase discussed the subject with the big map. 
We went through four main themes based on 
urban space typologies: squares, traffic areas, 
parks, and seafronts. We discussed lighting issues 
in those areas, but also the users’ experiences 
in the area so far. We wanted to find out where 
they moved, what places or views they found 
important or meaningful for themselves and what 
kind of intelligence they would want in their living 
environment.

Squares were found, in all the subareas of 
Kalasatama, to open the city structure. The main 
hope of the workshop participants was, that all 
the subareas would have a unique identity and 
they would be spread equally in the whole area. 
The existing focus points in the area were praised 
for their urban cultures, and the temporary 

Results of the workshop presented on the map. Squares (red) and Traffic (yellow).

installations or market squares were found 
interesting and enlivening the environment. 

Traffic caused a lot of concern to the people of 
Kalasatama. They lived basically in the middle of 
a huge building site, and the traffic arrangements 
were changing constantly, as the construction 
works in the middle moved from one phase 
to the next. Due to that process, orientation 
in the area was found rather difficult and the 
temporary structures somewhat confusing. The 
environments, which were constructed because 
of the temporary routes, were found unappealing 
and even scary, especially the under passage of 
Itäväylä. Safe and smooth moving around with 
different vehicles and foot were found important 
and the planned fast cycling route through the area 
was considered useful. The people moving with 
different speeds caused concern for participants, 
and the solutions to warn or slow down cyclists 
were found important to study. The existing part 
of the seafront boulevard, which was not long yet, 
was found pleasant due to its views and places to 
sit down.

Parks were found appealing and wanted openings 
in the urban city structure with their atmosphere 
and activities. The closeness of Mustikkamaa 
island, which is still in relatively natural state, and 
the view of its lit paths behind the water were 

Results of the workshop presented on the map. Parks (green) and Seafronts (blue).
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found appealing. The opening of the Isoisänsilta 
(Grandfather’s bridge) leading to the island was 
awaited eagerly .  Mustikkamaa was found the 
main place to go jogging or to enjoy the nature. 
Parks, instead, were found to be places to meet 
other people and places for urban activities and 
playgrounds for children.

Seafronts were found as places to stroll around 
and spend time at. Activities were wished to be 
placed along the route. It came out that there 

were plenty of good fishing spots between the 
main land and Mustikkamaa, and that theme was 
brought up several times during the workshop to 
emphasize its meaning to the residents. Safety 
issues by the water raised concerns, especially 
among people with small children.

Several repeating themes can be picked out from 
the discussions. These were the sea, history of the 
area, views to the surroundings, and darkness, 
which was found kind of a speciality in the still 

unbuilt parts of Kalasatama. The darkness in the 
area was also found especially good because it 
offered space for the great views towards city 
centre and surroundings. 

Intelligent lighting adapts to the situations in real 
time and therefore there needs to be ways to 
gather information from the environment. The 
usage and implementation of that information 
should be relevant to the people. In the second 
part of the workshop we tried to find out what 

A intelligent lighting scenario created by the workshop participants. It is evening, in a park. A family is having a nice evening stroll through the park, as the subtly chancing lighting around them 
invite inside the park. Colours of lights change according to the season. A signal light points the spot, where a story about the history of the area is aired. The picture above was made after the 
workshop by the author.

kind of what kind of intelligent lighting solutions 
and smart services linked to them are wanted. The 
participants suggested services such as a public 
weather forecast, which could be seen from a 
home’s window. Since the most of Kalasatama 
is built by water, a sea level height indicator was 
found interesting.  Wanted was also knowledge 
about the nature phenomena, sea life and the 
history of the site. Accurate traffic information and 
information about happenings in the area would be 
nice to find also in the public spaces. Also, solutions 

to provide this information was envisioned: by the 
main routes there could be benches which would 
start telling a story when somebody stopped by, 
even with some light effects completing the story. 
Interesting opportunities were found in the places 
where public services, such as the health services 
by the new station, could reach out to the public 
spaces. That would make the “official” places more 
accessible and close to the people. The closeness 
of the zoo island Korkeasaari came up often, and 
the ways how people could be guided there were 

under discussion. We also discussed the subject of 
advertising in urban spaces. Generally, advertising 
on the streets were found a bit irritating, but if it 
was done subtly and intelligently, there could be 
space for smart advertising services, too. 

In the third phase of the workshop, some scenarios 
were visualised by using the prepared material 
and tools we offered. Maps and illustrated cards 
worked as imagination triggers and the discussion 
turned more towards actual intelligent lighting 
design. Implicit ways to activate intelligent lighting 
were found more pleasant than using explicitly 
some device, such as mobile phone, to control 
lighting. However, also ideas of smart services 
came out that would require explicit interaction. 
The participants found it possible that in the 
future the user interfaces might also easier to use, 
as the technologies develop.

In Kalasatama, all the residents have a tag that is 
used to identify them for example when bringing 
their trashes to the trash collecting pipe system. In 
the workshop, the possibilities of using these tags 
further were discussed and other use situations 
was identified, such as getting certain services 
in public places or the permission to adjust the 
lighting in certain situations. 

In the end of the workshop we made a short Light 
Walk through the area observing and discussing the 

Capellan puistotie, Kalasatama. The lights attached to the wall above the pavement create a bright spot under them.
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Street view from Kalasatama: Suspended luminaires hanging above the street. On the background, the bright and yellowish 
construction lights are to be seen.

View to Mustikkamaa from Kalasatama. 

existing situation. Some permanent street lighting 
fixtures had already been installed: Streets were 
lit mainly with a wire suspended luminaires with 
metal-halide lamps, whereas sidewalks beside 
them had additional LED- luminaires fixed on the 
walls. By the canal between Sörnäistenniemi and 
Sompasaari, luminaires had LEDs as a light source, 
as well. Additionally, at almost every street, there 
were some temporary lighting fixtures, waiting for 
the buildings to be finished. Sidewalk lights were 

rather bright and caused the sense of glare. In the 
context of rather dark and rough brick surfaces 
surrounding the street, the overall impression 
was that the lights were too bright and still the 
environment was felt gloomy. In general, the 
lighting in the area lacks coherence, which situation 
will most likely be improved when construction 
works will be finished. It was possible to imagine 
the future night vision on some quiet, simply lit 
street, but it will most likely take years when the 

whole area is in the same state. Small changes on 
the lighting levels could be suggested to make the 
situation better now already. A comforting pearl 
in the nightly image was the Mustikkamaa island 
with its lit paths. The view was beautiful from 
the other side of the canal, when the lights were 
reflected from the water in contrast to the dark 
surroundings.

3.3. Smart City Lighting Scenarios 

The scenarios of lighting in a smart city were 
written based on the analysis of the site and the 
ideas and insights gained in the workshop. I tried 
to think the urban environment from different 
viewpoints and to cover different types of places. 
The problems discovered in the workshop were 
given emphasis. The original scenarios written in 
Finnish are attached in the end of this diploma 
thesis. I chose the most representative ones from 
each category to be presented below. These were 
slightly edited when translated to English.

The scenarios are divided in four categories 
according to their viewpoint to intelligent lighting 
and services in urban environment: City in view, 
City in move, City on hold and City in mind. Each 
category provides different viewpoints in how 
intelligent lighting in urban environments could 
be approached. Categories are overlapping 
and the scenarios are not separable from their 
surroundings in real life, but in scenarios the 
situations are seen as a single action happening 
in the city. The first two scenario categories, the 
City in view and the City in move present ideas 
that are more abstract and not so strongly causing 
emotions. City on Hold and City in Mind bring 
more out the user’s experience, the emotions and 
feelings that are evoked in the described situation. 

In this chapter, I present the themes each category 
involves, which then were transformed into a 
conceptual plan. 

The scenarios are written from a viewpoint of an 
imaginary person, who lives through a situation, 
passes a place or spends time in the city. In 
most cases, the picture is then completed with 
description by an imaginary lighting designer, who 
describes the starting points and design decisions 
made. If a specific set of time is not mentioned, 
it is assumed that the narrative is happening in a 
dark time of the day.

City in view category describe the situations in 
virtual and physical cityscape. The narratives are 
“large scale” scenarios, describing light installations 
that can be seen far and are considered as part of 
the image of the city. In Kalasatama area, there 
are some elements that could well serve as “urban 
screens”, elements that are visible to the most of 
the area and that could be used to share some 
information to serve the residents. 
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1) Kalasatama - general view over the area.

Helicopter pilot: “I follow the lights of Itäväylä when I fly from east towards Kalasatama.  The lights of the 
motorway gloom dimly but clearly, contrary to the dark water under the motorway as I approach 
the area. It is early in the morning, and the sides of the bridge are glooming pale blue guiding the 
way to the city centre through the tower blocks in the middle of Kalasatama. All of the towers have 
subtle coloured light stripes differentiating them from each other and creating a contrast towards 
the morning sky. Somewhere between them, most possibly from the gardens between the buildings, 
more naturally tinted light softens the image. 

 I make a slight turn to the left just before reaching the towers and follow the seashore to the south. 
By the sea I can see the figures of people walking towards the metro station. The contrast between 
still dark water and the lit sidewalk is soft and I cannot see any light reflected. The square opening 
to water is brightly lit though, and I see people moving around in a quick tempo. Perhaps they are 
arranging some event in there, I think. 

 The lit stripes of main roads leading from south to north are clearly visible from my heights. The 
housing streets are a bit less bright, but I can see bunches of school children walking towards school, 
which is distinctive with its bright yard. A warm, inviting light is glooming from the middle of the 
closed housing blocks. There is no glare up to the sky: all the light I can see is reflected from the 
ground, a play of light and shadow. There a just a few exceptions: the art bridge I just flew over and 
the old factory pipe reaching up to the heights, which is lit with warm orange this morning. It is 
depicting the weather forecast if I remember right, and apparently, the day will be warm.

The following scenario describes a situation 
concerning the theme “Outdoor Information”. 
In the scenario, a helicopter pilot describes how 
Kalasatama could look like in the morning seen 
from above, which allows to study the situation 
in large scale. The scenario was written as an 
introduction to the theme and the area, to find out 
elements and aspects, which could be important 
when thinking the overall area. In the scenario, I 
present the idea of using an old pipe as a public 
weather forecast platform.

Lighting designer: “The old factory pipe is a prominent element over the whole Kalasatama and even further. 
It works well as an outside thermometer: by only glancing out through the window a rough estimation 
of a day’s temperature can be seen. The temperature is shown in two ways: light is cast around the 
pipe so, that when the temperature is low, also the lit area is lower and as the temperature rises also 
the lit part of the tower rises. The additional way to indicate temperature is the use of colours: the 
colour of light changes gradually indicating the temperature. The scale stars with light blue reflecting 
the coldest temperatures and on the other end of the spectrum are warm orange tones indicates 
the warmer degrees. Both changes happen parallel and the transformation is smooth and dynamic, 
according to the weather sensor information. The pipe is lit during morning and evening hours, when 
it is relatively dark.”
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Urban Darkness is a theme where I have my 
personal interest as a lighting designer, whose 
tools are light and shadows, but also as an admirer 
of nightly views and sky. It is reasoned why it is 
almost impossible and non-reasonable to make 
a city dark in the night, but I see possibilities for 
a good, wanted darkness in certain places, as the 
next scenario describes.

2) Darkness in the City

Lighting planner:” By the seafront boulevard there are places, where it is possible to ask for turning off the 
lights. The application used for that is programmed to know if there is a possibility to see the northern 
lights in Helsinki. The application locates the user, and if the location is right and the forecast positive, 
the lights will slowly turn off in the spot, leaving the borderline to lit are soft. The application uses also 
the data from the sensors monitoring the real-time weather conditions and prevents the darkening if 
the weather is not sufficient.”

 

City in Move scenarios focus on the themes of 
smart street lighting and sense of safety when 
moving through the city.  The theme safety came 
up regularly in the workshop. The crossroads, 
where the people moving with different speeds 
meet, were found especially hazardous. Smart 
lighting could ease the situation by informing the 
persons entering the area about the other street 
goers and some information of the speed limits 
could be given. Solutions exists already for night-
time environments, where lights are dimmed 
down when nobody is moving in the area and 
brightened up when the sensors recognise the 
presence of moving people or traffic.

Cycling is a great way to get around fast in a city, 
but sometimes the phenomenon of speeding 
cyclist rushing through the city causes stress to 
the pedestrians. It is important to observe the 
others moving around too, but sometimes extra 
warning would not be bad.

Dimming down light in the night time is energy 
saving, but not always a pleasant experience to 
those moving around in the night. A system that 
tracks down the ones moving and brightens up 
the needed area, is a solution to improve the 
situation. The ability of seeing the other persons 
passing brings the sense of safety, but it is 
important that the adaptation does not create the 
feeling of being in a spotlight. 

3) Bike lane - safety in the crossroads

Cyclist:” The cycling lane is lit pleasantly in front of me, I can see far away and there are no dark spots, so I 
dare to drive pretty fast. I am really happy with my new bike, which saves me 10 minutes every day 
of my ride to work. I pass the screen informing me that I am the 50th cyclist passing the check point 
today, and as a passionate supporter of sustainable ways to move around that gives me joy. The 
screen also tells me my speed with green numbers, which indicates that it’s safe speed concerning 
the weather situation. When the route is slippery, read colour would guide me to slow down the 
speed. The Baana street curves towards the housing from the woods, and by the transition the whole 
environment turns brighter. I notice something different on the ground in front of me and as I speed 
closer, I see that it is a huge pedestrian crossing sign projected on the street. I get the message and 
slow down.” 

Lighting designer:” The lighting of Baana functions automatically according to the weather and lighting 
conditions measured by the sensors in the luminaires. The system reacts also on the amount and 
speed of the users. In the night, when there is no one, the lights dim down and when activity is noticed, 
the lights brighten up. The system collects the information of the speed of movers, and adapts the 
brighter lit area according to their needs of seeing as ones moving quicker need to see longer than 

those moving slower. The chances in the lighting are subtle and soft to make the experience pleasant.”  
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In case of a real emergency situation, the sensors 
around the city could be useful. It is possible, 
that someone gets attacked when walking alone 
through the city or a car crashes and no one is 
there to witness the accident. Help is needed, and 
the sensor network could be used to add an extra 
level of security.

4) Emergency situation - automatic alarm system

Lighting designer:” An additional level of security was installed to the streets to improve the safety of the 
street goers. There are sensors installed in the luminaires on the street, that react to the sudden, 
loud voices such as screaming or a car crash. When the sensors find the signal, the street lights turn 
blinking red and an automatic alarm notice with the location information goes to the local security 
company and the alarm centre. The aim is to get help as quickly as possible in an occasion of an 
accident or a crime and to give more feeling of safety to the people.”

This type of a system sounds practical and safety 
improving in the first thinking, but it has its faults 
too. A voice activation is sensible for improper use 
and a big question is also how much the residents 
can be kept watch for. In theoretical level the idea 
is creating the sense of safety, but at the same 
time the system is quite sensible to vandalism and 
misuse. 
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Intelligent lighting could also serve the people 
using the public traffic by informing them like in 
the next scenario. The usage of coloured signal 
lights in urban environments can lead to a chaos 
if it is not carefully thought where and how they 
are used. However, I would not be too afraid of 
using them and this type of a solution could be a 
possible application.

5) Street - informing about tram timetables

Passenger:” I want to avoid the walk I had to do yesterday and leave my workplace early on time. The tram 
stop is darkish today just like yesterday but the light stripe at the edge of the canopy structure is 
still on and that informs me that the traffic is still going and the last tram have not passed the stop. I 
step under the canopy to shield myself from the light snowfall and as I step in, the light brightens up 
pleasantly. I check the accurate timetable on the screen and wait. In a few  minutes the light under 
the canopy turns gradually to light orange and I start looking for my travel card. In half a minute I can 
see the lights of the tram shining through the snowfall.”

Tram driver: “I am driving the last tram of the evening through Kalasatama. The street in front of me is empty 
as long as I can see, only the tram lights show me the tracks as I drive between the trees. The first 
snow of the autumn starts falling. As I drive closer the next tram stop I see a few passengers waving 
their hands and I stop to pick them up. As I take a glimpse back when driving forward, I see the lights 
of the tram stop to be turned off. The snowfall is thickening and without the colourfully lit boarder of 
the next canopy I almost drive past it without noticing.”

Lighting designer:” There is a LED-stripe installed at the borderlines of the canopy structures in tram stops, 
that signals the passengers the tram timetables and makes it easier to notice the tram stops when the 
weather is bad, both for passengers and the tram drivers. In normal situations the light is white, but 
when the tram is approaching in under a minute it turns orange and when the tram has passed the 
stop it turns slowly back to normal mode. During daytime the orange light could be used to indicate 
the arriving tram. When the last tram of the night has passed the tram stop the light is turned off and 
activates again in the morning before the first tram.”

City on Hold scenarios describe the usage of 
intelligent lighting in urban spaces to create sense 
of community and ways to activate residents. 
Squares and market place are the venues for 
public happenings, events created by residents, 
marketplaces and meeting places. The atmosphere 
of those places should be inviting and encouraging 
for social interactions. Information about events in 
a special place or places nearby them is necessary 
in order to reach people and make places lively. 
The next scenario describes one way to deal with 
those aspects.

6) Creating an atmosphere for an evening - informing about happenings

Tourist:” The atmosphere in the square is inviting. There is some soft light coming from the sides, the oak 
leaves are beautifully lit from down and I see people chatting in the light that is shimmering from 
under the benches. In the middle of the square is a large yellow light cone for no clear reason that 
makes me curious. As I step on it, I hear my phone make a beeping sound. In the yellow light I read on 
my screen the text that welcomes me to the next day’s pop-up restaurant happening and offers a link 
to the website. I decide to come back next evening too.

Today the square looks totally different. The whole place is buzzing with people and the place which was 
yesterday an open space is now packed with tents and trucks offering food. The focus is now clearly 
in the middle, as it is more brightly lit than the sides, also with some coloured lights. I notice that in 
the place where the yellow light cone was yesterday, is now a restaurant selling Indian food.  Also the 
atmospheric benches from yesterday are now lit with inviting colours, and as I sit down with a plate 
full of good smelling food the colour turns pleasant to help me see the food I am eating. The whole 
place makes me feel I am in totally different place than yesterday, somewhere hundreds of kilometres 
away.”

Lighting planner: “In the website of the restaurant day the restaurant keepers can locate their restaurant 
on the map and inform about opening hours. The data is then brought further to the lighting 
control system to tell where special lighting is needed and when. The restaurant keeper can ask for 
optimisation of lighting and ask for special colours for squares, market places and walking streets. It is 
also possible to buy an advertisement, a light cone, normal, coloured or patterned, set to the planned 
restaurant location. When the sensor recognises movement on the light cone, it sends an invitation 
to the person’s mobile device.”

In this scenario, intelligent lighting is connected 
to a system where it is possible to pre-order 
and program the required lighting settings, that 
are additional to the existing normal situation. It 
describes a way to give a sneak peak about future 
happenings in the space, and describes a way to 
share advertisement in a public space without 
being too aggressive or prominent. 
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The common yards inside the housing blocks of 
Kalasatama are meant for all residents, not just 
to those ones who happen to live in that certain 
block. They are places to gather together in, to 
spend time with friends and neighbours, also at 
dark times of the day.

7) Common courtyard, atmospheric lighting

Resident: “Tonight we are arranging a garden party, where the whole neighbourhood is invited. I was 
nominated to be responsible for atmospheric lighting and decoration. Tonight the garden looks exactly 
like I imagined it when I scheduled the lighting setting on the Common Lighting website.  The light 
by the entrances to the houses I set to the minimum approved by the system, because I wanted the 
focus of lighting and the attention to be in the courtyard. The area around the grill shelter is glooming 
in the warm toned, soft lighting and the oak in the middle of the yard is bathing in mysterious warm 
purple light welcoming guests. I step to the street to check out the overall image, and I am pleased 
of how inviting it looks like. Then I recognise the pole lights leading to the yard from the street. They 
were supposed to shine festive red tonight, to point out the right block to guests! I crab my mobile 
phone and order the situation immediately. Now we are ready! Happily, I don’t have to about the 
party lasting too long, as the system will automatically turn the lighting back to the basic situation as 
my light-time order ends by the midnight. To complete the image, I still hang a few lanterns to the tree 

to give the final touch.”

Lighting situations that could be ordered through a 
service is an interesting idea. That way citizen could 
influence their living environment by adjusting the 
lighting to the needs of the community, or even to 
their personal needs. This type of services need 
ways to identify the users, one of which could be 
the tags the residents of Kalasatama are already 
using in order to get their waste sorted to the pipe 
system. 
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Outdoor activities in the city are important in 
maintaining the physical health of residents. Most 
of people would go for a walk or run, but there are 
times when harder training is needed. A possible 
way to coach people in urban environment is 
described in the following scenario.

8) Outdoor Gym, activating in experimental way

Sporty Person: “It is already late in the evening as I jog to the gym park. The equipment is installed near to 
each other in a semicircle so, that everyone is facing to the middle. By the entrance I log in to the 
system with my sport watch, and choose the training level to be middle since I feel that is what I need 
today. As I confirm my choice, the light pylons in the heart of the semicircle wake up too and make 
a blink to give a signal. I start lifting myself up by the first equipment and the lights in the poles start 
moving in the same pace. I know when I have reached my target in each equipment when all the poles 
shine bright and still. I give all my strength, but in the end I start feeling tired and my pace slows down. 
The lights recognise that by blinking and lowering warningly, and that gives me strength to do the last 
exercises. I am done and to praise me for my achievement today all the light poles shine bright and 
high. As I stretch my sore muscles and let my heart beat slow down, the fireworks calm down slowly 
to wait for the next user”

Lighting planner:” The outdoor gym is based on practicing with the body weight, using the equipment as help 
to do movements right. Therefore, the equipment does not need any electricity and they are winter 
resistant, but on the other hand a training session could be more effortful if there was a personal 
trainer. This personal trainer is an application that connects the user’s sport watch to the lighting 
controller in the park and offer a coach service, which encourages to continue training and praises for 
good results. The lighting program uses the heart beat and activity data produced by sports watch 
to visualize the on-going training process. If there are more than one person exercising in the park 
simultaneously, there will be a one colour representing each person. That way they can follow their 
own exercise, but also compete against each other if they wish.”

Nowadays many people carry on equipment 
measuring their personal data with them all the 
time, and supposedly the trend is not fading away, 
but the technology of sport watches and activity 
bands is getting more and more flexible. This data 
could be used and connected to the other systems 
of the city in order to make that data more visual 
and understandable also for those who are not 
professional athletes. Visual feedback could 
encourage to continue the activity and keep on 
doing.

In an urban, built environment all greenery is a 
wanted soothing element.  Therefore, the parks 
are built with high quality and maintained well. 
However, information of the flora could be a great 
add to those who do not recognise the different 
species. One still ongoing trend is the gardening 
in the city, which shows that also city people are 
interested in nature and growing their own food.  
The next scenario visualises ways to highlight 
the greenery and to share the information about 
them.

9) A park - inviting and sharing the information

Retired person:” I am extremely interested in greenery, especially in flowers. I joined the ”Green Club” long 
time ago already, and today the mobile application told me that the autumn flowers have started to 
flourish. As I am a morning person and always wake up early, it was still dark outside when I made 
my way towards the park. In the park I tap the picture of an autumn flower, Michaelmas daisy on 
my screen to tell the app that I want to see it. The application locates me, and slowly a few lights on 
my left lighten up. I start walking to the lights that gradually brighten up in front of me, leading me 
towards my destination. At last I reach my target, the flourishing flower shining beautifully in a beam 
of light, that I remember was targeted to the bushes couple of days ago. I sit down to admire the 
beauty of the flowers and notice that the path lighting is dimmed down to rather low level, leaving 
the nature in spotlight.  

Lighting designer: ”The most beautiful planting and some trees are lit along the paths in the parks. The 
lighting of these eye catchers is themed by the season, the normal situation being white light. In winter 
the tones can be cooler and in summer warmer. Coloured light is normally used only as temporary 
effects, but at the time of events, the whole park can be turned to a surrealistic art experiment. 

 In the night time only the main routes through the park are lit brighter, when the others are dimmed 
down or even the lights are turned off on the seldom used routes. Despite the dimming, lights will 
always turn on or brighten up if movement is sensed on those less lit paths. The gardeners can also 
guide people in the park by choosing which ways are brighter lit and, in that way, show people the 
plantings they want to be in focus. During construction works on some parts of the parks, people can 
be guided to take the other by making the unwanted routes to appear darker from far away. “
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City in Mind scenarios focus on how knowledge 
could be collected and shared in the urban 
environments. Signal lights are used for example 
to give a notice of a closing time or to warn, but as 
light tends to tempt people, it could also be used 
in a simpler way to signal that something different 
is happening in a place. That type of signal light, 
somehow distinguishable from its environment, 
could locate a point where something will happen 
as studied in the next scenario.

10) Signal lights, activating a story

Grandfather:” I take a walk on the street boulevard with my grandchild. It is a lovely evening, the line of 
trees is lit on the side of the road and I can see people walking on the other side of the water in 
Mustikkamaa. There is a bench by the water and some stripes of light are shining from the end of it. 
There is a graving on the lit opal surface, typing the name “Galleass Aurora”.  My grandchild puts her 
hand on the hand drawn by the graving, and at the same time we hear a voice. We sit down to listen 
the story of the galleass as the storyteller describes how it arrived home after a long trip. I can see it 
arriving to the harbour, it’s magnificent. The ghost of the arriving ship looks so real, that it makes me 
wonder if it is really is just an illusion created with lights and shadows. The whole experience is like 
travelling back in time for real!”

Lighting designer:” There are spots by the walking streets and seafront boulevard in Kalasatama, where 
there is possible to get information about the history and stories behind the names in the area. The 
information spot is pointed out by using a light signal, that can be an integrated part of a luminaire, or 
a single light bollard. The story I activated by touching the light signal or by reading a code by a mobile 
appliance. The stories can be animated with lights in the dark times of the year, but the voice has the 
more vital role on daytime and summer nights. 

As also in the workshop was brought out, the 
history interests us and makes us curios. Humans 
like listening the stories, and in cases like this, the 
narratives could be completed with light effects to 
create the atmosphere. Augmented reality brings 
the experience to a wholesome level, that might 
make a person wonder what is real and what is 
just an illusion. 
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4… Concept and Implementations

4.1 Intelligent Lighting Conceptual plan

Intelligent lighting in Kalasatama aims to ease 
the everyday-life of the residents. It improves 
the public spaces and creates a better living 
environment, thus improving the quality of life in 
its wide spectrum. Dynamic lighting with real-time 
adaptations will be an integral part of this new 
part of the city in 2030. The focus of this concept 
is in humans and their everyday experiences in 
urban environment and culture. 

The conceptual plan for intelligent lighting is 
based on the ideas and themes brought up in the 
scenarios, which were presented in the previous 
chapter. Like the scenarios, also the conceptual 
plan is divided into four subcategories, which 
describe different themes considering intelligent 
lighting in urban environment. The themes were 
presented in the scenarios section, and they are 
given a physical space and limits in the conceptual 
plan. 

The proximity of the sea is a remarkable feature 
of Kalasatama, as the name of the area (Fish 
harbour) also points out. The intelligent lighting 
concept aims to preserve the atmosphere by the 

Smart services complete the image of an intelligent 
city. The future might bring new ways to travel 
around, but so far searching for a free parking 
space can take a lot of time. In this solution, a car 
driver uses a navigating solution, that is connected 
to the lighting of the city.

11) Parking - finding a free spot

A happy driver: “My meeting is starting in ten minutes so I don’t have too much time to spend on finding 
a free parking spot on the street. I tell my cars navigator my destination, and soon it tells me that a 
free parking spot is just around the corner in front of the office building where I am heading to. I drive 
towards traffic lights and on the street in front of me appears an arrow pointing right, so I switch 
on the indicator. I keep on following the arrows appearing smoothly in front of me and head my 
destination just on time to sip a cup of coffee before meeting.”

Lighting designer:” The smart public parking system is created to ease finding a free parking spot in the 
area. There are sensors in the luminaries on the street and the walls of the houses, which detect the 
occupancy of the parking spots and pass this information to the parking system. The drivers who 
have bought the application get the information directly to their car’s integrated navigator, which 
calculates the nearest free spot. If the spot gets occupied during the drive, the system will recalculate 
the route in real-time. Some of the parking places are reserved for electric and shared cars only, 
where the system will not guide the other cars. The light guidance to the parking spot is created by 
the projectors installed in the biggest crossings. “

sea and lets the historical layers be present in a 
smart, future-oriented part of the city. 
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4.1.2 City in move

Smart living includes smart ways to move around. In Kalasatama, moving 
around in dark times is made smart by using a system that creates ideal 
lighting conditions for every weather, user and time of the day. There are 
many types of streets in the area and they vary greatly in sizes and traffic 
load. Energy-savings are naturally also one aspect, but lighting is used also to 
warn about possible risks in traffic, focusing on the street walkers. Attention 
is paid to the persons using “light traffic” and their conditions on pavements, 
cycling paths and walking areas are lit visually comfortably maintaining the 
required level of safety. Information about public transportation is shared by 
using light signals along the tram routes through the area and by the metro 
station. These aspects are described more thorough in the following.

Smart Street Lighting

Street lighting system adapts into the current situation dynamically according 
to the data gathered from the sensors installed in the luminaires. The pre-
set, reasonable luminance levels on different street types are managed by 
monitoring the natural weather and lighting conditions in the environment. 
In winter, when light-reflecting snow covers the ground, less light from 
electric sources is needed. During night time, the lighting levels are dimmed 
down to save energy. However, to preserve safety and the comfort of nightly 
movers, the lighting levels will be brought back up on those places, where 
movement is tracked.

At night time the adaptations in lighting levels are formed subtly and gradually 
and adaptation will follow the movement of a person on the street. The 
lighting levels on the route are brought up early enough, so that the person 
moving might not even recognise the change.

The main street through Kalasatama from east to west is Itäväylä, which at 

4.1.1 City in view

Kalasatama creates the eastern border of downtown Helsinki. It offers 
spectacular views to the surroundings thanks to the long shoreline. The lit 
image of Kalasatama is described through two main motives in intelligent 
city lighting.  

Outdoor Information

Entering Kalasatama and the downtown of Helsinki happens through 
bridges(green on the map). All the bridges are lit, naturally to light up the 
roads and offer visibility, but some of them also have a special lighting 
theme. The main road bridge is lit with an artistic approach which also 
is aiming to simultaneously inform the drivers about the current traffic 
situation in the city.

The old pipe of the former power station (marked red on the map) is taken 
into use as a thermometer tower. It is an element that can be seen from the 
entire area, not only from the northernmost part of Kalasatama but also 
from the downtown Helsinki. The tower has temperature sensitive sensors 
installed on the foot of it, which monitor the changes in weather and then 
transmit the data through the lighting control system into a visualised 
presentation of the day’s predicted temperature. 

Urban Darkness

Urban darkness spots are spaces along the seafront boulevard (yellow dotted 
line on the map), where it is possible to order darkness for a short period 
of time. As it was described in the scenario, the darkening is made through 
an application that allows the turning off the lights when the conditions are 
right. The locations of the dark spots are planned to be in the places which 
offer great views to the surroundings or which are potentially good fishing 
places, such as the water between Kalasatama and Mustikkamaa. The dark 
spots are located outside the squares, but close to them.

The yellow dots on the map represent the lit walking route along the shore through Kalasatama. Spaces 
marked with arrows offer the best views and can be darkened through the service. Entrances aka 
Bridges to the city are marked in green and red circle represent the location of the thermometer tower.

The streets and public transportation routes of Kalasatama shown with different colours.
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4.1.3 City on hold

Kalasatama has plenty of small squares and other places to be used by the 
residents. The red areas in the maps show the market places and squares in 
the city, yellow areas are the pedestrian zones and light green areas indicate 
the common courtyards, the inner yards of the mostly closed housing blocks. 
Public spaces are made attractive at night by allowing the adaptation of 
lighting, offering spaces and walls for self-expression and providing activating 
lighting installation. All these spaces offer possibilities to build up connections 
with other residents, passers-by and other persons. While the common 
courtyards are semi-public places to the residents, the services on the more 
public spaces offer wider options to connect with other people. 

Next I present closer a few aspects from this category.

Social city, personalized lighting

The sense of community is being built strongly in Kalasatama, but to feed the 
feeling of our -own-city, the lighting in Kalasatama can be personalised for 
the communal and personal functions in three different levels.

First level of personalising lighting is adapting the lighting for special events. 
During events, it is possible to adapt the lighting to match the atmosphere 
and the needs of the event organisers. This service is available on areas 
where communal and commercial gatherings are possible, meaning the 
squares and market places (marked with pink and yellow on the map). The 
personalisation or lighting works through a web-based application, where it 
is possible to set the wanted time window and adjust the lighting using pre-
set parameters. The modifications are restricted to certain luminaires and 
the system controls the overall lighting setting, for example to prevent excess 
glare or disturbing light installations. 

Personalized lighting is also possible for individuals, for their personal special 

its east end divides into different directions. The 
lights on the main street are never set off, but they 
are lowered down to 30 percent during nights. 
The lighting levels are brought up to 100 percent 
early in the morning, when the traffic flows start 
growing.

The lighting on local main streets and local 
collector streets adapts into the current occupancy 
situation during the night time. The lighting levels 
are dimmed down even to 20 percent, but brought 
up to 80 percent when movement is tracked on 
the streets.

The lighting levels are brought down to 20 percent 
on access streets during night time. These are 
the streets where smaller scale housing can also 
take place and which are mostly placed between 
bigger streets. Lighting adapts to the occupancy 
of the street, but the lighting levels go only up to 
50 percent, making the difference smaller and less 
disturbing. 

The lighting levels in the crossings of the bigger 
streets are left higher also in the night time in 
order to secure good visibility. 

Urban safety

For emergency situations the whole city is 
connected to the emergency network, that tracks 
down the  possible accident or crime scene and 

automatically calls for help. The voice-sensible 
sensors, that are installed on the lighting poles 
get activated when they discover a loud, sudden 
voices, such as calls for help, as the scenario in 
previous chapter described. This system concerns 
the entire district, both on smaller streets and on 
paths of the parks. In addition to that, there is a 
same type of alarm system by the sea to track 
down the possible accidents of a person falling 
into water. A laser beam is installed under the 
water and when it is broken, an alarm is raised. In 
both security systems, the alarm goes directly to 
the emergency response centre. 

Public Traffic

Kalasatama has a very good public transportation 
connections to the other parts of the city. All the 
public traffic stops are equipped with accurate 
timetable screens, where the passengers 
can in real-time follow vehicles of the public 
transportation on the map. The last 200 meters to 
the metro station are equipped with light bollards, 
which show how many minutes away the next 
metro is from the station. The busiest passenger 
will then know if they have to run or not to catch 
the metro.

The tram stops are equipped with a timetable 
information system, which visualises the accurate 
tram traffic information with lights, as the scenario 

earlier described. The system works individually 
on the opposite sides of the tram route. The 
light coding system is in use from the fall of the 
evening until the last tram, and again from the 
early morning hours until the day raises. During 
daytime the colour indicates the arrival of the 
vehicle.

 

Places with activities are marked with round dots. Pink colour marks the places with first level of 
personalized lighting. Green is for common courtyards and second level of personalized lighting. 
Yellow marks the walking areas which are amongs other places available for individual personalisation 
of lighting. Red and white dots on the map where activities with light functions are installed.
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moments. This can be done on spaces like the 
common courtyards (green on the map) and 
few other spots, such as on the beloved Isoisän 
silta, the bridge which leads to Mustikkamaa. 
Identification is needed to make these “light 
orders”, and they have limited operation times. 
Personalized lighting for individuals or smaller, 
non-organized groups offers the possibilities to 
make the city feel own, and to make it adapt to 
different situations.

Third level of personalised lighting is the adaptation 
of lighting levels for visually impaired persons. 
This means that at the dark times and especially at 
times when lighting is dimmed down, the people 
who need more light for safe moving in the city 
will be detected by the lighting system, and can 
therefore have the lighting levels set temporarily 
higher in the areas where the people are moving. 
The sensors installed in the urban environment 
will automatically recognise the person who needs 
this service, for example by a tag or Bluetooth of 
a smartphone, and the changes are done subtly.

Activating environment

Self-expression is allowed on certain squares in 
Kalasatama. Walls for light graffitis are placed 
near to public functions, such as schools and 
kindergartens. Buildings for those functions offer 
wide walls to be painted on with light art that is 

created through a smart phone application.

All the biggest squares and market places have a 
special lighting theme that emphasizes the overall 
concept of the space. They are places where 
lighting can be adapted to different situations and 
needs of happenings. Lighting on these areas is 
controlled by the city, but the event organisers 
have possibilities to influence it. 

The biggest parks in Kalasatama are equipped 
with the lighting system which offers information 
of the greenery and the different paths in the 
district. The system gets its information from the 
city’s web service which is maintained by the city 
gardeners and the activity sites on the internet. 
The path lighting in the parks adapts into the 
current occupancy levels by dimming down the 
lighting when there are no people, and by offering 
varying routes through the park. 

The outdoor gym areas have the activity system 
installed in them.  The special lighting, which 
needs a connection to the sports watch of a user, 
can be taken into use and it also understands if 
there are multiple persons training. 

 

4.1.4 City in mind 

Smart City Kalasatama collects data from its functions, users and their 
actions and uses it to provide services for residents. Intelligent systems of 
Kalasatama share information through lighting and offer smart services 
that help to find the places and services the residents need. Navigation 
and information services are available through mobile applications or other 
devices throughout the area. Information about happenings in the area are 
sent to a person’s mobile device as they walk by the venue, if they have 
allowed the service.  There are also some extra services, such as voices for a 
public movie screening, if the person is willing to pay for it. The stories and 
information about the history of the area are located on the places, where 
people walk and spend time in. In the next two paragraphs, I present two 
solutions in more detail.

Story Signals

Along the long seafront boulevard through the entire district, there are 
story stops with regular intervals. The stops are marked with a signal light, 
depending on the sense of the space. In squares, it is a small pole with light 
peeking through the holes of it and by the sea the signal light is integrated 
into the benches.

When someone approaches the signal light, a voice-animated story from the 
history of the area starts running. During dark times the stories are animated 
with lights by using the luminaires in the environment to animate the story. 
The light effects vary from using coloured lights to projected pictures to 
the ground. The motives of the stories come from the history of the place: 
they tell about ships that once occupied the place and people who lived and 
worked in the area. This brings the history into the present time.

Smart services are available on every public space in the city, depending on the function of the service. 
Story path is marked with yellow dotted line and story signals are placed along the route. As the Story 
Signal spots are chosen places with interesting views and stories.
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Verkkosaari

4.2 Case Verkkosaari

Verkkosaari, which is divided in two parts, the 
southern and the northern part, is an area located 
north from the centre of Kalasatama. It is boarded 
by the sea in the east and the Hermannin rantatie 
street in the west. The area is mainly meant for 
housing and the basic block structure concerns 
closed housing blocks and yards in the middle. 
The special features of this area are the floating 
townhouses and the blocs of flats built partly on 
the water. The new health and welfare centre 
serving this part of the city is located in the south 
of Verkkosaari and the nursing and communal 
building is located in the heart of Verkkosaari by 
a rather large square, Verkkosaaren aukio. Some 
office spaces are spread around the area, as 
well as an office tower which is at the south end 
of “Verkkosaaren aukio”. There are also some 
commercial functions by the square, as well as in 
the row of houses meant for services by the sea in 
front of the floating houses.

The lighting design of Verkkosaari pursues the 
intelligent lighting principles of Kalasatama.

Smart services

An intelligent navigating and parking system 
is installed in the area. The computer of a car 
establishes a connection to the local lighting 
control system, and according to the navigation 
information it gets, the vehicle is guided to its 
destination by using light signals which appear as 
classic arrows projected on the ground. In case of 
heavy traffic, the lighting control system is not in 
use to diminish the disturbances. However, the 
system which controls the free parking spots will 
still pass the information further to the driver, who 
will then use a more traditional navigating system.
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4.2.1 Lighting design

The lighting design is implemented hierarchically 
according to the functions of different spaces, and 
the variation of mounting height of the luminaires 
is used to create the sense of space and hierarchy 
of spaces. Naturally, the mounting height is based 
on the functional needs of visibility on the streets 
with different widths and speed limits. 

The lighting fixtures in the area are LEDs, which 
allow flexibility and programmability, which 
is necessary for intelligent lighting to function 
properly. The basic light colours setting is white, 
the light temperature ranging from neutral white 
4000 Kelvins on the street to warm white 3000 
on the common courtyards. When choosing the 
modes of lighting, I wanted to continue applying 
the already existing, distinctive elements the 
city of Helsinki is using in lighting, such as the 
suspended luminaires over the streets. Despite 
the luminaires pointing up to emphasize trees, all 
lights are directed downwards to prevent glare 
and light pollution to the sky.

On the main collector street, the lighting is realised 
with light poles which have the luminaire to light 
up the bike lane combined into it. Tram lane in 
the middle is left unlit, excluding the tram stops. 
On the local collector streets and boulevards the 
driveway is lit with using suspended luminaires 

which are installed lower on the smaller streets 
and higher on the bigger ones. The bike lanes 
are in general lit by using light poles whereas the 
sidewalks are lit by using wall-mounted luminaires.

The squares have their own distinctive lighting. 
The connection between the two bigger openings 
by the sea is made by using the similar type 
of lighting and the third biggest public square, 
Verkkosaaren aukio, in the middle has its own 
character. 

1.Local main street
- Bike lane and sidewalk lit from 6 meter height
- Driveway lit from the height of 8 meters
- Tram lane unlit
2. Local collector street
- Driveway and bike lanes lit by suspended lumi-
naires, two side by side, mounting height 8meters
- Sidewalks are lit with wall-mounted luminaires, 
mounting height 5 meters
3. Boulevard and parking on street
- Driveway is lit by suspended luminaires, 
mounting height 8 meters.
- Sidewalk lighting with lampposts located 
between the trees, mounting height 5 meters  
4. Shared Space
- Driveway is lit by luminaires installed on poles, 
mounting height 6 meters 
- Sidewalks by the buildings are lit by wall mount-
ed luminaires, mounting height 5 meters
- Trees lit from downwards by luminaires installed 
on low light bollards

5. Verkkosaaren aukio- The square of Verkkosaa-
ri
- The square is lit with luminaires installed in low 
bench structures
- A few light poles, 8 meters high. Special lighting 
fixtures, that can be use cobos to create patterns 
and for the special events the colors can be chan-
ged.
6. Baana, the bike lane
- Uniform lighting, distinguishable light pole type 
throughout the whole route, mounting height 6 
meters
7. Walking street
- Trees lit from downwards by luminaires installed 
on low light bollards
- The other side of the street is lit by wall-mount-
ed luminaires, mounting height 5 meters
8. The square Verkkoneula
- Trees lit from downwards by luminaires installed 
on low light bollards
- On the ground, On the ground, lit glass cubes 
are integrated into the paving 
- Light poles to ensure the safe moving around for 
pedestrians
- Driveway through the square marked by light 
poles, mounting height of the luminaires 6 me-
ters 
9. Stairs to the sea
- Stairs are lit with linear LED-strips, integrated in 
the structure
10. Seafront boulevard
- The seaside is lit by luminaires integrated in the 
railing and directed towards the ground
- An alternative option is the usage of low light 
pollards, maximum height 1,2 meters 11. Canal 

walls
- Walls are lit from above to reveal the structure 
of the surface
12. Common courtyards
- Routes lit with light pollards, with the maximum 
height of  1,2 meters, distance between luminai-
res approximately 10 meters 
- Zones with activities are lit by light poles, maxi-
mum mounting height of 4 meters 
13. Single lit trees
- Trees are lit from downwards with light bollards, 
height 0,7 meters
14. Access street
- Driveway and the sidewalk are lit by a suspen-
ded luminaire, mounting height 8 meters
- Sidewalk on the side of school is lit with wall 
mounted luminaires, mounting height 5 meters 
15. Boulevard with Baana
- Driveway is lit by suspended luminaires, 
mounting height 8 meters
- Baana is lit by its special lamppost, installed 
between the trees, mounting height 6 meters 
16. Parking street
 - Driveway and sidewalk are lit by suspended 
luminaire, mounting height 8 meters
- Sidewalk in front of the row of service houses is 
lit by wall-mounted luminaires, mounting height 
5 meters
17.Quay
- Quay is lit by light pollards, height 1,2 meters
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4.2.2 Intelligent lighting design

In this sub-chapter, I first describe the main 
principles of intelligent lighting control in the 
different route types and space typologies 
of the study area. After that I illustrate the 
principles with descriptions of detailed 
lighting behaviour in selected implementation 
contexts. The environments I have chosen 

for these detailed designs are: a pedestrian 
street with crossing public transportation, 
a playground area, a square, personalised 
lighting on the streets and a common 
courtyard.

The lighting levels on different types of streets 
follows the principle “the more speed the 

more light” as in traditional street lighting 
design, but when the evening goes further, 
the lighting of the sidewalks and bike lanes 
are prioritised over the streets meant for cars. 
This means, that when lighting levels on the 
streets are dimmed down for the night, the 
lighting on the sidewalks stay approximately 

The night time adaptation of lighting: the situation in the evening around 6pm in the left, situation around 10pm in the middle and the situation in the night around 1 am in the right.

20 percent higher. The biking route Baana that 
goes through the area is kept brighter than the 
other routes.

The crossings are lit brighter than the streets 
to maintain the appropriate level of security. 
The brighter lit area before the crossings is as 
long as the estimated braking distance when 
driving the highest allowed speed on the 
street. The distance is made longer when the 
streets are watery or icy to adapt into the real-
world situation. 

Even though the adaptation on different places 
and streets work in a different way, they are all 
connected and regulated through a combined 
system with pre-defined rules. These prevent 
abrupt changes in lighting levels and keep 
the transitions from different zones visually 
comfortable. 

The intelligent lighting solutions in Verkkosaari 
are presented with pictures in next pages. 

Lighting by the waterfront is designed to offer enough light to see the environment, but all the 
light is directed away from the water. There are good fishing spots by the shore, where the light 
reflecting from the water is disturbing. Normally, the reflections from the water are considered 
beautiful and atmospheric. To compromise these two aspects, there are lights reflecting from 
the water by the canals between the islands.
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Warning lights

The tram drives towards the

walking street, where the light

dots on the ground smoothly turn

red. People walking on the street

know to go on the sides, even

though they do not yet see the

tram.

When the tram reaches the

walking area, all the integrated in-
ground luminaires have turned red.

As the tram passes the passage,

the lights turn back to green

behind the tram.

The tram has passed the passage

and all lights are green again.

People walking on the street can

safely stroll around again.

The warning lights in the crossing aim to warn people in advance of the 
approaching tram.  The small light dots which are installed in the pavement 
are visible also on daytime, and the colour coding is familiar to the traffic 
lights. Section, lighting on 3) Boulevard and baana on left, 3) Boulevard and parking by the street on the right  1:200

Section of Local collector street on left and shared space street on the right 1:200

Separately lit driveways and pavements allow them to be controlled separately during dark and 
low occupacy times. Sections describe the situation around 6.pm, when the amount of artificial 
light is the highest.
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Playground

In order to encourage children

to enter the dimly lit playground,

there are some interesting light

figures projected on the ground.

In this case the motivators are

butterflies.

In the late evening, when there is

no one playing in the playground,

the basic lighting is dimmed down.

Butterflies created by light circulate

slowly to create movement to the

empty playground.

As the child enters the playground,

the basic lighting turns on gradually

to provide safe environment for

play. Butterflies are still visible and

they react to the movement of the

playing children by playing tag for

example.

Personalized lighting

A visually impaired person leaves

the “community house” when the

neighborhood meeting is over.

It is late at night and the lighting

levels on the sidewalks and streets

are dimmed down as there are no

more much traffic on the streets.

The routes can still be seen, but

there is not enough light for this

person to walk home safely.

The identification Tag the person 
is carrying connects to the lighting 
control system, which locates the 
person and brings the lighting levels 
higher.

 

The brighter lit area follows the 
person while she/he is walking 
through the area. The brighter light 
goes on a bit in advance, so the 
person will always see further.

    

Behind the person the light

gradually faints back to the low,

normal levels at night.

Personally adaptive lighting works on all streets, where sidewalks are lit with 
separate luminaires. 

The school yard can be used in educational purposes, but in the evening 
and weekends it is a great place to play with all the toys. Projected motives 
bring joy to children and animate the area as they at the same time invite 

the children for play.
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Light game

The seafront square, where the

shared space street meets the

seafront boulevard, there are

some trees lit. The lighting of the

trees are done from downwards.

Two persons are walking towards

the square to meet up there.

As they get to seeing distance to

each other, they start walking

quicker. The lighting of the trees

brighten up as the sensor discover

movement on the square.

For the joy of happy reunion

the persons jump around. The

abnormal and sudden movements

are noticed by sensors and to

replicate it some of the tree lights

turn into active red-yellowish

colours as some of the lights are

switched off. The lit trees follow

the movements of the people and

intensity of light colour indicates

the speed of them. The more

rapidly someone is moving, the

more red the light is, as when the

movements are more slow, the

colour is more yellow.

As the persons get tired, they stop 
to have a look. Now that there is 
no more activity in the square, 
the lights take calming blue toned 
colours before they slowly faint 
back to the basic lighting setting.

Section of Local collector street on left and shared space street on the right 1:200
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Emergency Lights

A cyclist drives his bikes along 
baana to the north. A driver has just 
turned from the bigger road and is 
driving towards the sea. 

Both get closer the traffic light free 
crossing. Neither of them notices 
the other on.

The car and the cyclist crash at the 
crossing.

The noices of the rapidly breaking 
car and the crash set off the alarm 
lights and send an alarm signal 
further.

Section through Verkkosaaren aukio and access street  1:200

On the school wall can be painted light art throught a mobile application. As the school is located 
by the main gathering place of Verkkosaari, it surely will have many people going around and 
looking for activities. 
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Common Courtyards are spaces where people 
meet their neighbours and get together with their 
family.  This quartier, a super block that consists of 
three housing buildings and a planted walking area 
between them, is an ideal place to get together 
with the family. The lighting of the courtyard is 
connected to the “Your Light Time” application 
which offers the residents the possibility to change 
the lighting settings according to their needs 
within the time window they reserve through the 

program.  

Left: Normal Lighting setting during evening hours on a common 
courtyard in Verkkosaari

Right: The same scenery during a neighbourhood picnic. Lighting has 
been set spesific to the event by using coloured lights and decoratice 
lighting.
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5… Discussion and conclusions

Smart lighting solutions have a great potentiality in 
giving value to people’s life in urban environments. 
As this study shows, there are many applications 
and aspects of life where intelligent lighting can 
take place in improving the quality of life. Possible 
scenarios are easy to figure out when the issues 
are addressed. To find out about those issues, 
the involvement of the future users is important 
already in the early phases of design. By improving 
the co-design methods in lighting design those 
laymen can be involved as a part of the process, 
from the beginning to the piloting of the developed 
solutions. Smart lighting is also something, that 
many people might still find hard to understand 
and imagine in their lives. Opening the design 
processes and letting the layman be part of them, 
the understanding of the new technologies and 
the growth of acceptance can be built. 

The co-design workshop method that we used 
in our workshop turned out to be effective in 
collecting the insight views and wishes from the 
residents. The maps raised a lot of good discussion, 
but if we had wanted the discussion to be more 
concentrated on certain themes, the maps could 
have visualised them better. Our experiences 

going. My vision of the smart lighting might have 
some aspects that will be reality one day and I am 
curious to see how the future will be lit.

from the workshop show that it is possible to 
create scenarios together in a workshop. Scenario 
working method, which normally involves writing 
short stories, worked sufficiently as the pre-made 
maps, cards and other crafting material helped 
the participants to describe the situation. The 
participants appeared focused and very involved in 
this part of the workshop, and it was a little shame 
that we almost ran out of time during this phase. 
The schedule could have been improved to allow 
more time for the scenario making and the second 
phase could have had a more focused target. The 
way we had arranged the workshop showed, that 
the similar task with maps in different scales does 
not always bring more ideas. To summarize, I find 
the workshop successful in fulfilling our targets 
and testing our co-design method. 

The results of the workshop together with my 
own analysis created a great base for the actual 
scenario writing and then forming the conceptual 
plan. Intelligent lighting solutions presented 
in this thesis are divided into four categories. 
Solutions describe ways to serve the citizen better 
by sharing information in the city, encouraging 
residents’ activity and making the city safer. It is 

important to make the city feel more own to the 
people living in it. The concept aims to take the 
whole city into consideration but of course there 
are many aspects that could be studied further 
such as applications for supporting the healthy 
behaviour of residents and applications designed 
for education purposes. In this diploma thesis, I 
described a vision of a smart city, where lighting is 
integral and natural part of the everyday life.

A smart city and its systems require a great 
deal of technology in order to function. This 
raises many questions which remain open. Is 
the used technology reliable and will it work, 
even in abnormal situations? Where will all this 
technology fit in the city? Lamp poles are rather 
small, and making them bigger affect the image 
of the city. The technology we have now is limited 
comparing it to the technologies we will be having 
by year 2030, and I would trust that the technology 
will be developed when the goals are set. The 
complexity of overlapping systems need careful 
studying and a great amount of programming 
before the intelligently lit reality is here. Despite 
all these doubts and open questions, I yet argue 
that this is the future towards which we are slowly 
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Appendixes

Kalasatama 2030

Skenaarioita älykkään kaupunginosan fiksusta valaistuksesta 
ja palveluista

Skenaariot on jaettu neljän pääteeman alle, jotka visualisoivat 
erilaisia näkökulmia älykkääseen valaistukseen ja palveluihin 
kaupunkiympäristössä.

Teemat ovat:

”City in view”, virtuaaliseen ja fyysiseen kaupunkikuvaan 
liittyvät skenaariot

”City in move”, liikkumiseen ja turvallisuuteen liittyvät 
skenaarioita

”City on hold”, kaupunkitilojen käyttöön ja osallistamiseen 
liittyvät skenaariot

”City in mind”, tiedon välittämiseen ja keräämiseen liittyvät 
skenaariot

CITY IN VIEW

1)Kalasatama, yleisnäkymä alueesta

Helikopterilentäjä: “Seuraan Itäväylän moottoritien 
valoja lentäessäni idästä kohti Kalasatamaa. 
Moottoritien erottuvat himmeästi mutta selkeästi 
tummaa vettä vasten lentäessäni sillan ylitse 
juuri ennen alueelle saapumistani. Näin aikaisin 
aamulla sillan kyljistä hohtaa vaalea sinertävä valo, 
joka kiertyy moottoritien peittävälle katokselle 
moottoritien kohdatessa kauppakeskuksen. 
Tornitalojen eriväriset valoraidat erottavat ne 
toisistaan ja muodostavat kontrastin aamutaivasta 

vasten. Jostain maantasoa ylempää kajastaa myös 
vihreään taittavaa valoa, oletan sen tulevan siellä 
ylempänä olevasta puistosta.

Kaarran vasemmalle seuraten rantaviivaa 
etelään. Erotan rannassa kulkevat ihmiset heidän 
astuessaan valokeilaan, muuten on hämärää. 
Rannan tuntumassa olevalla aukiolla valmistellaan 
selvästi jotain tapahtumaa, sillä runsaassa valossa 
erotan ihmisiä purkamassa suuria lastausautoja.

Kortteleiden keskeltä hohtaa lämpimän kutsuva 
valo, kun taas niitä reunustavat tiet kiiltelevät 
kirkkaammassa valaistuksessa. Päätiet erottuvat 
selkeästi pohjoisesta etelään ulottuvina 
valoviivoina ylös korkeuksiini. Asuntokadut 
erottuvat himmeämpinä, mutta erotan sielläkin 
koululaisia kulkemassa yksin ja ryhmissä kohti 
koulua, jonka piha ja ympäristö erottuvat selkeästi 
rakennusmassoista. Maantasosta ei kuitenkaan 
loista silmiini mitään häiritseviä valoja: taidesiltaa 
lukuun ottamatta kaikki on pelkkää heijastusta 
maasta. Taaempana vanha voimalaitoksen 
piippu hallitsee näkymää. Sen kyljestä voi lukea 
ennusteen päivänlämpötilasta.” 

Suunnittelija: ”Vanha voimalaitoksen piippu on 
näkyvä elementti koko kaupunginosan, ellei 
jopa koko kaupungin yli. Siksi se toimii hyvin 
myös ulkoilman lämpötilan näyttäjänä: asukkaat 
näkevät summittaisen lämpötilan suoraan 
ikkunasta ulos katsoessaan. Lämpötila ilmaistaan 
kahdella tavalla: Valo heijastetaan piipun ympäri 
niin, että lämpötilan ollessa alhainen piippu on 
valaistu alempaa ja lämpötilan noustessa valaistu 
osuus ”kohoaa” piipun yläosan ollessa valaistuna. 
Toisaalta lämpötila ilmaistaan myös värin avulla. 

Valaistun piipun osan väri vaihtuu sensorien 
mittaaman lämpötilan mukaan. Kovalla pakkasella 
väri on jäätävän sininen ja lämpötilan kohotessa 
väri muuttuu lämpimiin oransseihin sävyihin. 
Kumpikin muutos tapahtuu liukuvasti, jolloin 
lopputulos on taideteoksen omainen, mutta 
kertoo kaupunkilaisille silti suuntaa-antavasti 
päivän lämpötilan. Piippu on valaistu iltaisin ja 
aamuisin pimeän aikaan.”

Taidesilta, ajantasainen tieto liikenteen 
aktiivisuudesta 

Ajaja: ”Liikenne soljuu eteenpäin tasaisesti 
moottoritien kirkkaissa valoissa, kunnes 
Kalasatamaan saapuessa katos nielaisee sen 
suihinsa.  Tänä aamuna katos hehkuu punaisena, 
joten tiedän odottaa ruuhkaa keskustaan päin 
mennessäni. Eilisestä viisastuneena päätänkin 
tänään ajaa suoraan kauppakeskuksen parkkihalliin 
ja vaihtaa metroon. Takaisin tullessa onkin helppo 
sitten käydä kaupassa, kantaa ostokset suoraan 
lämpimässä odottaneeseen autoon ja ajaa kotiin 
Itäkeskukseen. ”

Suunnittelija: ”Kalasataman keskuksessa 
Itäväylän moottoritie sukeltaa katoksen 
alle. Vanha moottoritiesilta taas on karu ja 
valaisematon lukuun ottamatta ajoratojen 
valaisua. Nämä kaksi elementtiä haluttiin tuoda 
yhteen valotaideteoksella, joka ulottuu sillalta 
katokseen sekä yhdistämään vanhan ja uuden 
rakenteen että luomaan kiinnostavan sisääntulon 
kantakaupunkiin. Kalasataman jälkeen Itäväylä 
jakaantuu reiteiksi eri suuntiin kantakaupunkia, 
jonka vuoksi taideteoksen taustalle haluttiin 
autoilijoita palveleva pohja. Taideteos perustuu 

ajantasaiseen tietoon liikenteen aktiivisuudesta 
kantakaupungissa. Kantakaupungin liikenteen 
ollessa ruuhkaista, taideteos on eläväinen kirkas, 
kun öiseen ja hiljaisen aktiivisuuden aikaan se 
rauhoittuu miellyttävän harmonisiksi sävyiksi.”

Capellan puistotie, Itäväylän sillan alus 

Jalankulkija: “Kävelen tietä, joka piakkoin alittaa 
Itäväylän moottoritiesillan. On rauhallinen ilta, 
katuvalot valaisevat ajorataa ja jalkakäytävää. 
Valonauha jatkuu kohti horisonttia, mutta sen 
lisäksi huomaan sillan alta kajastavan hieman 
violettia valoa, joka välillä näkyy kirkkaampana 
ja välillä häviää miltei kokonaan näkyvistä. Sillan 
alle tullessani tunnelma muuttuu kokonaan. 
Yläpuoleltani kajastava valo voimistuu ja 
rauhoittaa minua. Käännän katseeni ylöspäin 
ja huomaan sinisten ja valkoisten valopisteiden 
liikkuvan yläpuolellani ja muodostavan kuvioita. 
Välillä ne rauhoittuvat miltei pysähdyksiin, 
välillä liikkuvat muodossa kuin auto huristelisi 
yläpuolellani. Metrosillan alle päästessäni valojen 
kuvion rytmi muuttuu aaltomaiseksi. Taideteos 
rauhoittaa minua ja tekee ympäristöstä jopa 
hieman unenomaisen.”

Suunnittelija: ”Halusin luoda sillan alle 
valotaideteoksen, joka tekee sillan ali kulkemisesta 
elämyksen. Moottoritiesilta on hyvin leveä ja 
sen lisäksi ihmiset joutuvat alittamaan myös 
metrosillan, jolloin kokonaismatkasta tulee 
hyvin pitkä. Pimeään aikaan siltapylväät ja sillan 
alapinta valaistaan violetilla valolla. Lisäksi 
kattoon heijastetaan kuvioita jotka imitoivat 
sillan päällä kulkevaa liikennettä. Kuvioalgoritmi 
perustuu reaaliaikaiseen tietoon moottoritien 

liikennemääristä. Tämä luo yhteyden sillan alta 
sen päälle, jolloin kulkija ei olekaan enää niin 
eristyksissä ympäristön tapahtumista. Päiväaikaan 
taideteoksen valot ne ovat reunoilla kirkkaampia 
ja keskellä himmeämpiä, jolloin saadaan aikaan 
illuusio yhtenäisesti valaistusta alikulusta. 
Päiväaikaan sillan alle tuodaan lisävaloa valkoisella 
valolla.”

Rantaraitti, pimeys kaupunkiympäristössä

Suunnittelija: ”Rantareitin varrella on paikkoja, 
joissa valot voidaan mobiilisovelluksen sammuttaa 
pieneksi hetkeksi sovelluksen ilmoittaessa 
revontulten mahdollisesti olevan näkyvissä 
Helsingissä.  Valot sammuvat himmentyen 
toivotusta paikasta ja himmentää valoja kirkkaan 
alueen reunasta, jotta rantaraittia kulkeva ihminen 
ei joudu yllättäen pimeään.  Ajantasaista säätietoa 
käytetään myös osana järjestelmää, joten valoja 
ei voi sammuttaa pilvisellä säällä, vaikka pilvien 
takana tapahtuisikin jotain.

CITY IN MOVE

Kaupunkibulevardi, jalankulkijoista varoittaminen

Autokuski: “Haukottelen leveästi ratin takana, 
vauva nukkui taas huonosti viime yönä. 
Tarkkaavaisuuteni ei tänä aamuna ole todellakaan 
parhaimmillaan, vaan seuraan edelleen 
puoliunessa edelläni ajavaa autoa. Tien yllä 
roikkuvat lamput valaisevat tietä, joka kiiltelee 
aamukasteessa ja vastaantulevien autojen 
valojen loisteessa. Muistelen haikeana valoisia 
kesäaamuja, jolloin tien laidassa olevat puiden 
vihreys oli kovin elävää tämänhetkistä ohimenneen 
ruskan sammuviin väreihin verraten. Muisteloihin 

unohtuneena ajelen eteenpäin ja edellä ajava auto 
pääsee karkaamaan kauemmaksi. Havahdun vasta 
siihen, kun huomaan tien laitaan ilmestyneen 
kirkkaan valokaistaleen. Alan automaattisesti 
jarruttaa ja vasta sitten huomaan kymmenen 
metrin päässä kirkkaassa valossa vilkkuvat 
heijastimet. Selvittyäni säikähdyksestä tajuan, 
että valot havahduttivat minut ajoissa takaisin 
tähän hetkeen. Koululaisten päästyä tien yli 
jatkan matkaa itseäni sättien ja tarkkaavaisemmin 
ympäristööni huomiota kiinnittäen.”

Suunnittelija: Bulevardeilla, joissa jalankulkua ja 
ajorataa erottaa puukaista, on vaarana huono 
näkyvyys suojateillä. Kävelijät ja pyöräilijät 
saattavat helposti yllättää autoilijan, joka ei 
huomaa heitä puiden takaa. Suunnittelimme 
järjestelmän, joka tietä ylittämään lähtevän 
jalankulkijan havaitessaan sytyttää suojatielle 
kirkkaan valon kulkijan paremman näkymisen 
varmistamiseksi. Mikäli sensorit havaitsevat 
myös lähestyvän autoilijan, ajoradan oikeaan 
laitaan heijastetaan kirkas valokeila ajoneuvon 
nopeuden mukaan laskennallisen jarrutusmatkan 
pituudelta muistuttamaan autoa hidastamisesta. 
Kokeilemme myös tietyissä vaaralliseksi 
havaituissa paikoissa heijastaa maahan tekstin 
”hidasta” varmistaaksemme, jotta autoilija 
ymmärtää viestin.

Puistoraitti, jalankulkijan opastaminen ja 
turvallisuus

Jalankulkija: “Astun ulos metroasemalta muiden 
matkustajien kanssa, ja lähden kulkemaan kohti 
puistoa. On jo myöhä ja minua väsyttää. Kirkkaasti 
valaistulta kadulta puistoon siirtyessä huoahdan 
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helpotuksesta hämärämmässä ympäristössä. 
Lähden kulkemaan pitkin puiston pääkäytävää, 
jossa liikkuu muitakin ihmisiä. Kulkureitti on 
valaistu toiselta sivulta valokaarin, joiden sisältä 
loistaa valoa. Kaaren sisäsivut hohtavat värillisinä 
ja voin erottaa koko reitin aina puiston laitaan 
saakka. Innostun huomatessani, että valoviivat 
muodostavat asteittain vaihtuvan värisuoran, 
aina lähimmästä keltaisesta viivasta kaukana 
mutkittelevan reitin päässä näkyvään punaiseen. 
En ole havainnut niitä liikkuessani alueella päivällä. 

Havahdun tunnelmoinnistani huomatessani 
kulkevani väärään suuntaan: edessäni hohtavan 
vanhan tehtaanpiipun kuuluisi olla selkäni takana 
eikä edessäni. Tajuan lähteneen vahingossa etelään, 
vaikka kotini sijaitsee metroasemalta pohjoiseen. 
Käännyn ympäri ja huomaan valoviivojen olevan 
valaisimien toisella puolen violetteja ja muuntuvan 
vähitellen siniseksi kävellessäni kohti pohjoista. 
Pohjoiseen kävelee lisäksi vain joku toinen 
hyvän matkaa edelläni. Olemme niin kaukana 
toisistamme, etten pysty erottamaan tarkasti kuka 
hän on, mutta huomaan valon seuraavan häntä 
ja välillämme valon olevan himmeämpi. Tajuan 
itsekin liikkuvani samanlaisessa kuplassa. En vain 
aiemmin huomannut sitä, sillä lähelläni oli monia 
muitakin ihmisiä. ”

Suunnittelija: ”Kalasataman halki kulkeva 
pääkävelyreitti on suunniteltu auttamaan ihmisiä 
hahmottamaan, missä he liikkuvat. Kävelyreitin 
valaisinkaarien molempiin sisäsivuihin sekä 
yläpalkin alapintaan on asennettu opaalilasin 
alle ledivalonauha. Sivuissa olevissa nauhoissa 
pohjoisen suuntaan valo muodostaa värisuoran 

on violetista keltaiseen, keltaisen ollessa eteläisin 
piste ja violetin pohjoisin. Kulkualueen valaistus 
reagoi myös käyttäjien määrään himmentäen 
perusvaloja, kun kävelyreitillä ei ole liikkujia ja 
kirkastaen niitä sensorien havaitessa jonkun 
liikkuvan reitillä.”

Pyörätiet, turvallinen ympäristö eri nopeuksilla 
liikkuville

Kävelijä: ”Lähestyn risteystä, jossa saa aina olla 
tarkkana lujaa kulkevien pyöräilijöiden takia. Pidän 
itsekin baanasta ja nautin vauhdin hurmasta, 
mutta näin hitaampaa kulkijaa vauhti pelottaa. Nyt 
pyörätie ja sen jatke kadun yli on valaistu muuta 
ympäristöä kirkkaammin, joten osaan odottaa 
sieltä pian jonkun taas suhahtavan ylitse. Onneksi 
tämä katu on varattu kävelijöille eikä autoilijoiden 
tarvitse säikkyä samalla tavalla.”

Pyöräilijä: ”Pyörätie edessäni on miellyttävästi 
valaistu polkiessani pitkin baanaa. Pyörätiellä 
ei ole turhia katvealueita ja näen kauas, joten 
uskallan myös polkea reippaasti. Uusi pyöräni on 
todellinen kiituri, ja sen ansiosta työmatkani lyheni 
kymmenellä minuutilla. Ohitan taulun, joka kertoo 
minun olevan 50. sen ohittanut pyöräilijä tänä 
aamuna. Vannoutuneena kestävän kehityksen 
kannattajana ilahdun siitä, että niin moni valitsee 
fiksun liikkumisvaihtoehdon ja poljen hetken 
vielä lujempaa. Baana kaartaa asuintalojen väliin. 
Ympäristössä on nyt enemmän valoja ja ihmisiä. 
Maahan ilmestyy teksti ”hiljennä” muistuttamaan 
minua, että myös baanan yli saattaa tästä 
eteenpäin olla risteävää liikennettä.”

Suunnittelija: ”Baanan valaistus syttyy ja sammuu 

automaattisesti ympäristön valaistusolosuhteiden 
mukaan valaisimissa olevien sensorien avulla. 
Valaistus reagoi myös käyttäjien määrään ja 
nopeuteen.  Kun tiellä ei liiku ketään, valot 
himmenevät ja sensorien havaitessa jonkun 
liikkuvan pyörätiellä, valot kirkastuvat. Järjestelmä 
ymmärtää myös eri nopeuksilla liikkuvien 
(pyöräilijät, kävelijät) erilaisen näkemisen tarpeen 
ja valaisee nopeammin liikkuvan edellä pidemmälle 
kuin hitaammin liikkuvalle Valaistuksen muutokset 
tapahtuvat pehmeästi, jotta kulkijoiden kokemus 
olisi miellyttävä.”

Katu, raitiovaunupysäkin näkyminen ja 
aikatauluista tiedottaminen

Matkustaja: ”Haluan välttää eilisiltaisen 
kävelymatkan ja lähden tänään hyvissä ajoin 
pysäkille. Raitiovaunupysäkki on kyllä tänäänkin 
pimeänä sinne kävellessäni, mutta katoksen 
reunassa loistavasta valosta tiedän, ettei viimeinen 
vuoro ole vielä ohittanut pysäkkiä. Astun katokseen 
suojaan lumisateelta ja tila sen alla kirkastuu. 
Tarkastan aikataulunäytöstä raitiovaunun 
reaaliaikaisen tuloajan ja jään odottamaan. 
Muutaman minuutin päästä katoksen valoviiva 
muuttuu oranssiksi, jolloin kaivan matkakortin 
taskustani. Samassa lähestyvän raitiovaunun valot 
jo loistavat sankan lumisateen keskeltä.”

Raitiovaununkuljettaja: “Ajan linjani illan viimeistä 
vuoroa Kalasataman halki. Tie edessäni on tyhjä 
niin kauas kuin silmäni kantaa, vain katuvalot 
valaisevat himmeinä jäisiä ajoratoja. Hiljalleen 
alkaa sataa lunta, talven ensimmäinen lumisade. 
Lähestyvän pysäkin valoissa näen muutaman 
ihmisen heiluttamassa kättään ja pysähdyn 

ottamaan heidät kyytiin. Matkaa jatkaessani 
huomaan takanani pysäkin valojen sammuneen. 
Lumisade sakenee nopeasti ja pian minun on jo 
vaikea havainnoida ympäristöä. Seuraava pysäkki 
on jäädä minulta huomaamatta, vaikka sekin 
on kirkkaasti valaistu ja tunnen reitin. Onneksi 
pysäkkikatoksen laidan pinkki valoraita tunkeutuu 
valkoisuuden läpi näkökenttääni enkä jätä 
matkustajia pulaan pysäkille. “

Suunnittelija: ”Raitiovaunupysäkkien katosten 
reunoissa kulkee valonauha, joka ilmaisee 
matkustajille raitiovaunujen kulkutietoja 
sekä helpottaa pysäkkien havaitsemista 
huonoissa sääolosuhteissa sekä matkustajille 
että kuljettajille. Normaalitilanteissa valo on 
valkoista, raitiovaunun lähestyessä se muuttuu 
oranssiksi ja raitiovaunun juuri ohitettua pysäkin 
se vähitellen himmenee takaisin normaalitilaan. 
Huonoissa keliolosuhteissa voidaan käyttää myös 
läpitunkevampia värejä, kuten kirkasta aniliinia. 
Katoksen värisignaali on käytössä pimeän aikaan 
koko ajan, mutta katoksen sisällä oleva valo 
aktivoituu vain sensorien havaitessa siellä jonkun 
olevan. Viimeisen vuoron mentyä molemmat 
valot sammuvat ja aktivoituvat uudestaan aamulla 
ennen ensimmäisen vuoron tuloa.”

Risteävästä liikenteestä varoittaminen

Suunnittelija: ”Maahan asennetaan pienet 
valot siten, että ne muodostavat dynaamisen 
varoitusvalon risteävän julkisen liikenteen 
lähestyessä. Signaaliväreinä ns. liikennevalovärit, 
eli raitiovaunun lähestyessä valot muuttuvat 
punaisiksi. Alueen ollessa turvallinen ylittää, väri 
on vihreä. Järjestelmä asennetaan paikkoihin, 

jotka ovat jalankulkijapainotteisia, mutta joiden 
läpi kulkee julkista liikennettä. Tällainen paikka 
on esimerkiksi Kalasataman ja Englantilaisaukion 
välistä kulkeva Leonkadun osuus, jonka yli 
olettavasti olisi paljon jalankulkuliikennettä.

Katujen valaistusjärjestelmä

Ajotiet: Valaistus reagoi reaaliaikaisesti 
katuvalaisimissa olevien sensoreiden havaintojen 
mukaan sää- ja valaistusolosuhteisiin sekä 
lumitilanteeseen. Yöllä valaistus himmennetään, 
mutta risteykset pidetään kirkkaasti valaistuna 
valaistusvoimakkuuksien rajapinta häivyttäen, 
huomioiden laskennallinen jarrutusmatka 
kyseisen tien nopeusrajoituksen mukaan. 
Älybusseista saadun tien liukkaustiedon 
avulla kirkkaasti valaistun alueen etäisyyttä 
risteyksestä voidaan liukkaalla kelillä kasvattaa. 
Älybussien paikannusjärjestelmän ansiosta valon 
tarvetta voidaan myös ennakoida valaisemalla 
kirkkaammin julkisen liikenteen käyttämät reitit, 
jotta matkustajat osaavat varoa busseja sekä 
löytävät pysäkit paremmin. 

Hätätilanne, ajantasainen hätäilmoitus

Suunnittelija: ”Kaduille haluttiin lisätä 
automaattinen turvajärjestelmä, joka parantaa 
tiellä kulkevien turvallisuutta. Valopylväisiin 
on lisätty sensorit, jotka reagoivat äkilliseen 
kovaan ääneen, esimerkiksi avunhuutoon, 
kirkumiseen tai törmäämisessä kuuluvaan 
ääneen. Äänen havaitessaan sensori säätää 
katuvalon välkkyväksi, kirkkaaksi punaiseksi 
sekä lähettää ilmoituksen paikkatietoineen 
hätäkeskukseen sekä aluevalvojalle. Tarkoitus 

on turvata mahdollisimman nopea avunsaanti 
onnettomuuden tai rikoksen uhriksi joutuneelle 
sekä toimia pelotteena päälle karkausta 
harkitseville.”

CITY ON HOLD

Puisto, houkutteleminen ja tieto luonnosta

Eläkeläinen: ”Olen erittäin kiinnostunut kasveista, 
erityisesti kukista ja tänä aamuna puhelimeni 
kaupungin puistosovellus ”Vihreät sylit” kertoi 
aamulla syyskukkien alkaneen kukkia. Nykyään 
herään todella aikaisin, joten päätän lähteä 
viettämään aamuhetkeä ulkosalle. Puistossa kerron 
palvelulle haluavani nähdä violetin syysasterin. 
Sovellus paikantaa sijaintini ja vähitellen vieressäni 
sekä takanani muutama valo kirkastuu. Lähden 
hitaasti kulkemaan pitkin puistokäytävää kohti 
edelläni portaittain kirkastuvia valoja. Lopulta 
saavun syysasterin luo: se on valaistu kauniisti 
ylhäältä päin, kun taas vieressä kasvavat toissa 
viikolla kukkineet kukat ovat nyt pimennossa. 
Ihailen kukkien upeaa violettia väriä ja istahdan 
penkille kasviallasta vastapäätä. Siinä istuksiessani 
havaitsen kulkemani polun vähitellen taas 
himmenevän niin, että kukkien valaistus korostuu 
ja aamutunnelma pääsee oikeuksiinsa.

Yhtäkkiä havaitsen valojen kirkastuvan vähitellen 
polulla vasemmalla puolellani. Kauempana polulla 
näen jonkun kävelevän verkalleen minua kohti. 
Onneksi näköni toimii edelleen, vaikka huonon 
kuuloni takia olisin saattanut säikähtää yhtäkkistä 
kulkijaa vasta hänen ilmaantuessa viereeni. ”

Suunnittelija: ”Puistojen kauneimpia istutuksia 
ja yksittäisiä puita on valaistu puistokäytävien 
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talviolosuhteita. Toisaalta ulkoliikuntapuistossa 
harjoittelu saattaa helposti jäädä kevyeksi 
ja tehottomaksi, sillä sitä ei mielletä kunnon 
urheiluksi. Kannustimeksi suunniteltiin järjestelmä, 
joka toimii kuntoilijan oman aktiivisuusrannekkeen 
avulla. Puistoon tullessaan kuntoilija yhdistää 
rannekkeensa valojärjestelmään, joka rannekkeen 
antamien liike- ja syketiedon perusteella säätelee 
puiston kannustinvaloja. Niiden avulla treenin 
kestoa ja tehoa on helppo seurata.”

Valotaideseinä, itseilmaisu valolla

Turisti, nuori tyttö: “Tiiliseinä hehkuu värikkäänä 
täynnä erilaisia kuvioita ja symboleja. 
Nuorisojoukko heiluttelee puhelimiaan seinän 
edessä ja uusia kuvioita piirtyy seinään sitä 
mukaa. Touhu näyttää niin hauskalta, että tahdon 
itsekin päästä kokeilemaan graffitin tekoa. Minut 
ohjataan puhelimeni kanssa ensin lataamaan 
oikea sovellus seinässä olevan tagin kautta, jonka 
jälkeen etsin tyhjän seinäpinnan. Puhelimeni on 
muuttunut siveltimeksi, jonka kokoa ja väriä voin 
muuttaa mieleni mukaan. En lainkaan ymmärrä 
miten tämä on mahdollista, mutta hetken päästä 
piirrän kättäni liikuttaen seinään suuren pinkin 
sydämen ja kirjoitan siihen ”I love Kalasatama”. 
Se näyttää niin kauniilta, elämäni ensimmäinen 
graffiti! Vie hetken tajuta, että todella piirrän 
valolla ja musta värin sijasta voin hyödyntää 
varjoa. Viereeni ilmestyy jostain nuori söpö 
poika ja vaikka emme puhukaan samaa kieltä, 
alamme leikkiä valoilla yhdessä. Hän piirtää 
ääriviivani seinään ja minä piirrän valotytölle 
iloisesti hymyilevät kasvot… Lopulta äiti hoputtaa 
minua jatkamaan matkaa kohti kanavanrantaa. 

Palatessamme puolen tunnin päästä näen jo 
kaukaa tiiliseinän edelleen hehkuvan puiston 
laidalla ja joukon ihmisiä edelleen sen edessä. 
En kuitenkaan enää löydä aiemmin tapaamaani 
söpöä poikaa enkä piirtämäämme kuviota, mutta 
onneksi puhelimessani on tallenne tekemästämme 
graffitista. Säilytän sen aina muistona tästä 
ihanasta lomasta ja illasta Suomessa!”

Kävelykatu, mainos kaupunkiympäristössä

Turisti: ”Kuljen pitkin viihtyisää kävelykatua, jonka 
molemmin puolin näyteikkunat luovat valoaan. 
Keskellä katua on alue, jossa on istutuksia ja 
penkkejä. Minulle ilma on liian kylmä istua alas, 
mutta päätän siirtyä näyteikkunoiden valosta 
puiden katveeseen. Tunnelma on metsämäinen: 
valoa kajastaa hajallaan olevien penkkien alta niin, 
että pystyn helposti olemaan törmäämättä niihin. 
Katvealueilla on miellyttävä hämärä, rauhallinen 
tunnelma. Ihmettelen kaupungin rauhallisista 
ilmettä, jota eivät riko kotimaastani tutut 
värikkäät valomainokset joka puolella kaupunkia. 
Yläilmoista kajastavat valot kodeista, joissa tähän 
aikaan on iltapala-aika.

Haikeana käännyn takaisin hotellille ja kappaleen 
matkaa kuljettuani ohitan näyteikkunan, jonka 
ulkopuolella kadulla pieni hiljalleen liikkuva 
valopallo kiinnittää huomioni. Pysähdyn 
levähtämään näyteikkunan viereen ja sattumalta 
osun suoraan valokeilaan. Hämmästyn, kun pallo 
muuttuukin yhtäkkiä höyryäväksi teekupiksi. 
Miellyn mainoksen hienovaraisuuteen ja päätän 
kiittää kahvilanpitäjää nauttimalla oman iltapalani 
kuppilassa yksinäisen hotellihuoneen sijaan. 
Kulmaikkunan äärellä onkin mukava seurailla 

kaupunkilaisia iltakävelyllä.”

Yhteispiha, tapahtumaan sopivan valaistuksen 
luominen

Asukas: “Järjestämme tänä iltana puutarhajuhlat, 
jonne koko naapurusto on tervetullut. Minun 
vastuullani on ollut hoitaa tunnelmavalaistus ja 
koristelut. Puutarha näyttää tänään juuri siltä 
kuin sen mielessäni kuvittelin valoaikavarausta 
tehdessäni Yhteispiha-sivustolla. Sisäänkäyntien 
yhteydessä olevat valot säädin ohjelman sallimalle 
minimikirkkaudelle, sillä halusin tapahtumien ja 
ihmisten keskittyvän siihen, mitä pihan keskellä 
tapahtuu. Grillikatoksen ympäristö hehkuu 
lämpimänsävyisessä, pehmeässä valossa ja pihan 
näyttävä vaahtera seisoo ystävällisenä lämpimän 
violetinpunaisissa valoissa. Astun hetkeksi kadulle, 
jonka kylmemmässä valossa piha näyttää hyvin 
houkuttelevalta. Samassa huomaan unohtaneeni 
pihalle kadulta johtavat valot. Niidenhän piti 
hehkua punaisena osoittamassa vieraille oikeaa 
korttelia! Onneksi voin käyttää palvelua myös 
matkapuhelimeni avulla, jolloin säätö onnistuu 
helposti myös paikan päällä. Illalla minun ei 
tarvitse enää huolehtia sammuttamisesta, vaan 
aikavaraukseni loputtua järjestelmä vaihtaa 
automaattisesti normaaleihin yöasetuksiin. 
Valomerkkikin tulee sitten automaattisesti, 
ajattelen ja ripustan vielä muutaman aidolla 
liekillä palavan puutarhalyhdyn roikkumaan puun 
oksalle. ”

 Isoisänsilta, tilanteeseen sopivan valaistuksen 
luominen

Nuoren parin toinen osapuoli: “Mahassani 

varrella ja istuskelualueilla katseenvangitsijoiksi. 
Tehostevalaistus muuntuu teemoittain 
vuodenajan mukaan. Normaalitilassa kasveja 
valaistaan valkoisella valolla, mutta väriä voidaan 
vaihtaa teemoittain, esimerkiksi kesällä enemmän 
lämpimiä sävyjä ja talvella sinisen sävyjä. Värejä 
pyritään käyttämään yksittäisinä tehokeinoina, 
mutta erityisten tapahtumien aikaan koko 
puistosta voidaan valon avulla jännittävän 
surrealistinen.

Puiston polkuja ei ole normaalisti valaistu kaikkia 
yhtä kirkkaasti, vaan osa on himmeämpänä. 
Kirkkaammin valaistut polut vaihtelevat määrätyin 
syklein siten, että myös harvemmin käytetyille 
reiteille saadaan houkuteltua kulkijoita. Toki 
hämärämpienkin reittien varrella olevat valot 
kirkastuvat sensorien havaitessa jonkun siellä 
liikkuvan. Puutarhurit voivat myös osaltaan 
vaikuttaa valaistuihin reitteihin havaintojensa 
mukaan: harvinaisten kasvien kukkiessa ihmisiä 
ohjataan katsomaan niitä. Toisaalta puiston 
kunnostustöiden aikaan ihmisiä voidaan ohjata 
muille reiteille pitämällä ei-toivotut reitit 
pimeämpinä. 

Puiston valaistus, leikkimään aktivoiminen

Lapsi: “Leikkipuistossa on hämärää kävellessäni 
sinne siskon kanssa ja kaikki näyttää hieman 
jännittävältä. Ensimmäiseksi huomaan liukumäkeä 
laskevat valopallot, ne näyttävät aivan eläviltä! 
Juoksen suoraan sinne laskemaan niiden kanssa 
kilpaa. Samassa siskoni kaatuu aivan keinujen 
vieressä. Itku unohtuu violetin valokeilan 
ilmestyessä hänen eteensä. Innostumme 
hyppimään, jolloin valoja ilmestyy yhä enemmän. 

Väsyttyämme pomppimiseen alamme yhdessä 
leikkiä varjoteatteria. Yhtäkkiä kaikki on hetken 
sinistä ja sitten taas normaalia. Äiti on kertonut, 
että sinisen valon tullessa meidän pitää tulla kotiin 
iltapalalle. Kutsun siskoani ja lähdemme yhdessä 
kotiin.”

Suunnittelija: ”Leikkipuiston ollessa tyhjä, puiston 
valaistuksessa aktivoituu ns. houkuttelutila. Tällöin 
yleisvalo ovat himmeinä, mutta muutamissa 
paikoissa filttereiden avulla luodut valokuviot 
heijastuvat maahan ja leikkivälineisiin luomaan 
eloa tyhjään puistoon. Filttereitä on erilaisia, ja 
ne niiden tarkoitus on paitsi aktivoida puistossa, 
myös houkutella sisään hämärään puistoon. 
Sensorien havaitessa liikettä puistossa myös 
yleisvalot kirkastuvat. Puiston valaistuksen ollessa 
”aktiivitilassa” lapset voivat aktivoida jännittäviä, 
filttereiden avulla luotuja valoefektejä hyppimällä, 
pomppimalla ja muuten erikoisemmin liikkumalla 
tietyissä paikoissa. 

Valaistusjärjestelmä on myös ohjelmoitu 
muuttamaan kaikki valot sinisiksi lasten 
ohjeelliseen ”kotiintuloaikaan”. Tämä kellonaika 
voidaan määrittää asukkaiden toiveesta ketään 
velvoittamattomaksi ohjeeksi, jonka avulla 
voidaan helposti muistuttaa leikkiin uppoutuneita 
lapsia kotiin lähdöstä. Leikkipuiston valaistus 
vaihtuu takaisin houkuttelutilaan automaattisesti, 
kun sensorit eivät ole havainneet puistossa 
aktiivisuutta tietyn ajanjakson aikana.”

Ulkokuntosali, liikkumaan aktivoiminen ja 
elämyksellisyys

Ulkoilija: “On jo myöhäinen ilta hölkätessäni 

puistoon. Ulkoliikuntapuiston välineet on aseteltu 
lähekkäin toisiaan puiston hiljaiselle laidalle. 
Laitteet on aseteltu puoliympyrään niin, että 
jokaisesta laitteesta on suora näköyhteys niiden 
keskellä oleville korkeille, rei’itetyille pylväille. 
Pylväiden luona on toimintopaneeli, josta valitsen 
tämäniltaiseksi treeniksi keskitasoisen. Pylväät 
heräävät eloon ja pilkahtavat valoisiksi sen 
merkiksi, että urheilutoiminto on aktivoitu. Sitten 
ne himmenevät taas odottaviksi ja suuntaan 
kohti ensimmäistä urheiluvälinettä. Aloitan 
lämmittelemällä ylävartaloni lihaksia valitsemalla 
laitteen, jonka rullia pyörittämällä matalimman 
pylvään valot alkavat vähitellen kohota. 
Viidennellä tasolla vaihdan laitetta seuraavaan, 
kävelylaitteeseen. Alan päästä vauhtiin ja mitä 
nopeammin jalkojani liikutan, sitä korkeammalle 
valot pylväissä kipuavat.

Hitaita toistoja tehdessäni valot elävät liikkeeni 
tahtiin ja tauon loputtua kannustavat minua 
jatkamaan. Treenin loppupuolella alan olla jo 
voimieni äärirajoilla, ja jalkaprässissä alan olla jo 
väsynyt. Tauko sarjojen lopulla venyy hieman liian 
pitkäksi, jolloin pylväiden valot alkavat välkkyä ja 
samalla laskea hiljalleen. Sisuuntuneena ponnistan 
vielä viimeisen sarjan, jonka jälkeen tämäniltainen 
treenini on valmis. Valopylväät loistavat kaikki 
kirkkaina ja säkenöivinä, kuin palkiten ahkerointini. 
Siirryn venyttelemään sille varatulle alueelle, 
ja palautellessani ihailen valojuovien liikettä ja 
vähittäistä rauhoittumista. ”

Suunnittelija: ”Ulkoliikuntapuistojen toimintaidea 
perustuu kehonpainoharjoitteluun, jolloin laitteet 
toimivat ilman sähköä ja kestävät hyvin myös 
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lepattavat tuhannet perhoset kävellessämme 
mäkeä ylös kohti Isoisänsiltaa. Keskityn hetkeksi 
kasaamaan ajatukseni ja tuijotan polun valojen 
ja metsän varjojen muodostamaa kuviota 
edessämme. Se rauhoittaa minua, ja puristan 
rakkaani kättä tiukemmin sillan kauniisti 
valaistujen kaarien tullessa näkökenttääni 
puiden lomasta. Sillan puolivälissä katsahdan 
hermostuneesti kelloani ja ehdotan, että 
pysähdymme hetkeksi ihastelemaan maisemia.  
Oletan oikean hetken olevan käsillä aivan näillä 
minuuteilla ja samassa alkaakin tapahtua. Valot 
kaiteiden vieressä himmenevät, valkoiset kaaret 
muuttuvat vaaleanpunaisiksi ja lämmin valokeila 
ilmestyy sillalle. Rakkaani pyörii hämmentyneenä 
ympyrää, mutta tartun häntä varmasti kädestä ja 
johdatan hänet valokeilaan. Polvistun ja ääneni on 
liikutuksesta miltei pelkkä kuiskaus esittäessäni 
elämäni toistaiseksi tärkeimmän kysymyksen. En 
näe mitään muuta kuin tärkeimpäni yllättyneen 
hymyn ja loistavat silmät hänen vastatessaan 
myöntävästi.”

Suunnittelija: ”Sillan valot on suunniteltu 
korostamaan sillan erityistä ja kaunista rakennetta, 
jolloin se pääsee oikeuksiinsa. Sillankäyttäjien 
turvallinen kulku on varmistettu sijoittamalla 
kulkutien valaisimet kaiteiden alle, jolloin ne 
ovat myös piilossa ja vähemmän häikäiseviä. 
Valojärjestelmä reagoi automaattisesti 
sensoreiden avulla vallitsevaan valaistustasoon 
sekä sillalla liikkuviin kulkijoihin. Aktiivisimpaan 
ulkoiluaikaan hämärällä valot palavat lähes täydellä 
teholla ja tehot pienenevät myöhäisempään 
aikaan. Toisaalta sensorit reagoivat myös silloin 
sillalla liikkujiin ja säätävät valaistusta kulkijan 

mukaan hetkellisesti kirkkaammaksi. 

Siltaa voidaan myös valaista värivaloin valitun 
teeman mukaan. Syksyisin sillalla muistutetaan 
saaren tarjoamista virkistysmahdollisuuksista ja 
tapahtumista erityisvaloin. Paitsi yhteisöjen, myös 
kalasataman asukkailla on mahdollisuus tilata 
hetkellinen erikoisvalaistus sillalle.”

Valaistuksen personoiminen henkilökohtaisiin 
tarpeisiin

Henkilö, jolla heikko näkö: “Huolimatta jo vuosien 
ajan heikentyneestä näkökyvystäni erotan 
edelleen muotoja ja värejä, mutta ongelmia minulle 
aiheuttaa alkuyöstä kotiin palatessani ympäristön 
hämäryys ja kontrastien vähyys. Nuorena sitä 
tuskitteli liiankin valon kanssa, nyt minulla on 
hankaluuksi erottaa missä on jalkakäytävä ja missä 
ajotie. Huoleni auton alle jäämisestä hälveni, kun 
minulle esiteltiin palvelu, joka sähköisen avaimeni 
signaalin avulla tunnistaa minut Kalasatamassa 
liikkuessani. Palvelu kontrolloi jalkakäytävien 
valaistusta ja lisää valon määrää automaattisesti 
ympärilläni. Minun liikkumistani helpottaa 
huomattavasti se, että erotan nyt kirkkaammin 
valaistuna alueen, jolla on turvallista kulkea ja 
pystyn väistämään kadulla olevat esteet.”

Yhteisötapahtuma kaupunkitilassa

Turisti: ”Aukion tunnelma on rauhallinen. Sen 
laidoilta hohtaa lämmintä valoa, tammen 
kauniit lehvästöt on valaistu alhaalta päin ja 
näen ihmisiä istuksimassa penkkiryhmien alta 
kajastavassa valossa. Keskellä aukiota on suuri 
keltainen valoympyrä ja uteliaana ihmisenä minun 
tietenkin tutkittava sitä lähemmin. Ihmetellessäni 

oransseiksi muuttuneita vaatteitani puhelimeni 
yhtäkkiä piipittää. ”Intialainen PopUp-ravintola 
huomenna täällä, tervetuloa!”, teksti näytöllä 
ilmoittaa ja avaa sitten ravintolapäivän-
tapahtuman nettisivun. Päätän palata huomenna 
paikalle.

Tänään aukio on aivan eri paikka kuin eilen. 
Kaikkialla on ihmisiä ja aukio on muuttunut toriksi, 
jota halkovat kapeat kujat. Laidat vaikuttavat nyt 
pimeämmiltä, sillä huomio on keskitetty aukion 
keskelle. Tammi hehkuu vuoroin violettina ja 
pinkkinä, ja löydän etsimäni intialaisen ravintolan 
sen kojuun heijastetun saman oranssin valopallon 
avulla. Istuskelupenkitkin on valjastettu luomaan 
erityistä tunnelmaa: vihreät valot sopivat hyvin 
niiden päältä tarjoilevan vegaaniravintolan 
tunnelmaan. Valaistuksen lämmin yleissävy 
saa minut hetkeksi tuntemaan kuin olisinkin 
matkustanut satoja kilometrejä etelämmäksi.”

Suunnittelija: “Ravintolapäivän sivustolla 
ravintolan pitäjä ilmoittaa väliaikaisen ravintolansa 
sijainnin ja auki-oloajan. Valaistusjärjestelmä saa 
tätä kautta tiedon siitä, milloin tarvitaan erityistä 
valoa ja missä. Merkitystä tällä on etenkin syksyllä 
ja talvisaikana järjestettävinä tapahtumapäivinä. 
Parhaiten ravintolanpitäjä hyötyy järjestelmästä 
perustaessa ravintolansa esimerkiksi aukioilla, 
toreilla ja kävelypainotteisilla kaduilla. Tehosteena 
voidaan käyttää myös värivaloja, joiden värit 
tulevat ravintoloiden sivustolla määrittelemien 
teemojen mukaan. Maksusta väliaikainen 
ravintola voi tilata myös valomainoksen tulevalle 
ravintolapaikalle, mikäli paikan pysyvä valaistus 
sen mahdollistaa. Valaisin luo maahan värillisen 

tai kuviollisen valokeilan ja sensorin havaitessa 
jonkin siihen astuvan, se lähettää vastaanottajan 
mobiililaitteeseen kutsun tapahtumaan.”

CITY IN MIND

Puistokino, lisäpalvelun tilaaminen 
mobiililaitteeseen

Aikuinen: ”Jostain matalalta kajastavassa 
valossa kuljen kohti puistoaukiota.  Aukion 
laidalla on kahden korkean pylvään kannattama 
kehä, jonka keskellä pyörivät valkokankaalla 
elokuvan alkutekstit. Etsin itselleni mukavan 
istumispaikan ja kirjaudun sisään kinopalveluun. 
Parin klikkauksen jälkeen korvanappeihini alkaa 
tulvia elokuvan tunnusmusiikki. Rentoudun ja 
jään seuraamaan kiinnostavaa tarinaa. Elokuvan 
loppuessa valkokangas katoaa ja ympärilleni 
syttyvissä valoissa näen enää vain kasvien 
ympäröimän metallikehän, jonka keskellä elokuva 
aiemmin pyöri.”

Suunnittelija: ”Puistoon toivottiin näytettäväksi 
elokuvia, mutta sinne ei haluttu joka kerta tuoda 
valtavaa laajakangasta tai myöskään asentaa 
sellaista pysyvästi. Ratkaisuksi valittiin sumunäyttö, 
jossa kuivaan sumuun projisoidaan liikkuva kuva. 
Äänentoistolaitteiston sijaan valittiin maksullinen 
älypalvelu, jonka kautta elokuvan katselija voi 
tilata ääniraidan elokuvalle valitsemallaan kielellä. 
Palvelu toimii kaikilla mobiililaitteilla.”

Rantabulevardi, valosignaalin avulla tiedon 
välittäminen ja hätäjärjestelmä

Urheilija koiransa kanssa: ”Tämä aamu on 

hyvin sumuinen, näkyvyyttä riittää hädin tuskin 
seuraavalle valotolpalle saakka. Koirani juoksee 
edelläni ja yhtäkkiä rantakadun laattoihin heijastuu 
jostain violettia valoa. Katsahdan oikealle, ja siinä 
onkin muutama upea puu, joiden kellertäviksi 
käyneet lehdet kiiltelevät kiinnostavasti 
värillisessä valossa. Vähitellen sumu alkaa hälvetä 
ja huomaan saapuneeni aukion laitaan, jonka 
luota minun pitäisi saada vuokrattua kanootti 
aamuista retkeämme varten. Huomioni kiinnittyy 
rantaraittia valaisevaan valotolppaan, jonka päältä 
hohtaa punaista valoa. Näen sen vierestä lähtevän 
portaat veteen, ja vesirajassa kelluvan muutaman 
kanootin, jotka ovat kuitenkin lukittuja.  Huomaan 
punaisen valopisteen vieressä QR-koodin, jonka 
skannaamalla saan avattua vuokraussivuston, ja 
ohjeet noutaa avain ja mela kahvilasta tien toiselta 
puolen. 

Koirani on hyvin uteliaana jo laskeutunut portaat 
alas nuuskimaan kanootteja. Jostain portaiden 
sivusta kajastavassa valossa erotan sen heiluvan 
hännän, mutta hetkeksi säikähdän miettimään, 
mitä tapahtuisi, jos se tippuisi veteen. En 
mitenkään erottaisi sitä tummana aaltoilevasta 
vedestä. 

Kahvilasta saan koodin, jonka avulla saan avattua 
kanootin elektronisen lukon. Takaisin rannassa 
kirjaudun uudelleen aiemmin käyttämääni 
palveluun, joka tunnistaa sijaintini. Syötän 
palveluun avainkoodin ja portaiden valot 
kirkastuvat pehmeästi. Erotan nyt hyvin kanoottini 
ja vesirajan, eikä minua enää pelota nousta 
kyytiin. Tiedän, että vesille päästyäni hämärä ei 
minua enää häiritse, vaan silmäni tottuvat siihen 

ja nautin seuratessani rannoilta hohtelevaa valoa 
saarien ympäri.” 

Suunnittelija: ”Rantapromenadin varrella puuta 
jalankulkuväylän ja ajoradan välissä on valaistu 
alhaaltapäin, yleensä lämpimän valkoisella valolla. 
Valaistus on yhteydessä sää- ja tieolosuhdetietoa 
tuottaviin järjestelmiin, jolloin puut on valaistu 
kirkkaalla värillä paremman erottumisen 
takaamiseksi. 

Veteen johtavilla portailla on portaiden 
molemmissa päissä valot, jotka normaalisti 
iltaisin ovat himmeinä päällä. Valot on kytketty 
hätäjärjestelmään, joka voidaan aktivoida 
esim. henkilön tippuessa veteen, jolloin valot 
kirkastetaan paremman näkyvyyden saamiseksi. 
Järjestelmä tuo lisäturvaa veden äärellä 
oleileville, sillä vahingon sattuessa pimeän aikaan 
pelastustoimet on helpompi aloittaa hyvän 
näkyvyyden ansiosta jo ennen pelastuslaitoksen 
saapumista paikalle. Päiväsaikaan järjestelmä 
aktivoi myös äänisignaalin, joka ilmoittaa lähellä 
olijoille avuntarpeesta.”

Asuntokatu, etsityn paikan löytäminen

Asukas: ”Kannan raskaita ostoskasseja pitkin 
jalkakäytävää kotiani kohti.  Päätin tänään käydä 
henkilökohtaisesti tutkimassa lähikaupan antimia 
nettitilauksen sijaan, sillä halusin valikoida jotain 
erityistä vierasta varten. Hyvä ystäväni tulee 
tänään käymään ensimmäistä kertaa uudessa 
kodissa. Käännyn kirkkaasti valaistulta pääkadulta 
tunnelmalliselle asuntokadulleni, jonka varrella 
on monta muutakin modernia tiilitaloa. Kotiovea 
lähestyessäni taskussani oleva avain lähettää 



signaalin kotini järjestelmälle, joka automaattisesi 
kirkastaa ulko-oven katoksessa olevaa valoa. Lapset 
ovat taas jättäneet potkulautansa hujan hajan pitkin 
katosta ja luovin niiden välistä sisään. Purettuani 
ostokset kaappiin muistan, että minun pitää lähettää 
ystävälleni vierailukutsu Kalasatama-sovelluksen 
kautta, jotta hän saa osoitteeni sekä yhteyden 
mobiiliovikellooni.”

Vierailija: ”Olen tulossa vierailulle ystäväni luo ja 
Kalasatama-navigaattorin ohjeita tiilitaloviidakossa 
suunnistaessani. Ihailen sovelluksen nerokkuutta: 
puhelimeni kameran kautta se ohjaa minua nuolilla 
oikeaan suuntaan metroasemalta lähtien. Viimein 
nuoli osoittaa oikealle ja käännyn asuntokadulle, jonka 
varrella ystäväni asuu. Viehätyn sen tunnelmasta: 
kadun yllä roikkuvien lamppujen pehmeässä valossa 
tyhjä katu vaikuttaa rauhalliselta. Alkuillan hämärässä 
tummasävyiset talot näyttävät kuitenkin miltei 
samoilta ja jään muistelemaan ystäväni antamia 
ajo-ohjeita. En millään muista, mikä etsimäni talon 
numero oli, joten avaan navigaattorisovelluksen ja 
kilautan ystäväni mobiiliovikelloa. Samassa yhden 
talon oven vieressä oleva valo kirkastuu kutsuvasti ja 
suuntaan sitä kohti. Ilmeisesti ystäväni on saanut myös 
tiedon tulostani ja ennen kuin ennätän nousta portaat 
ovelle, hän onkin jo avannut oven ja toivottaa minut 
tervetulleeksi.”

Autoilu, parkkipaikan löytäminen kadulta

Suunnittelija: ”Älykäs kadunvarsipysäköintijärjestelmä 
on tehty helpottamaan vapaan parkkipaikan löytymistä 
alueella. Katuvalaisimissa tai kiinteistöjen seinissä 
on sensorit, jotka välittävät tiedon parkkiruudun 

tilasta keskukseen, jossa tieto siirtyy autoilijan 
mobiilisovellukseen tai suoraan auton navigaattoriin. 
Järjestelmä on optimoitu ohjaamaan kuljettaja aina 
mahdollisimman lähelle määränpäätään ja mikäli 
parkkipaikka varataan matkalla sinne, se laskee 
automaattisesti uuden reitin. Osa pysäköintiruuduista 
on varattu sähkö- ja yhteiskäyttöautoille, jolloin 
navigaattori ei ohjaa sinne muiden kulkuneuvojen 
käyttäjiä.”

Palvelun aktivoiminen signaalivalon kautta ja alueen 
historiasta kertominen

Isoisä: ”Kävelen rantabulevardia pitkin lapsenlapseni 
kanssa. Ilta on kaunis, puurivi tien puolella on valaistu 
kauniisti ja voimme nähdä ihmisten kävelevän 
Mustikkamaalla veden toisella puolen. Rannan 
tuntumassa on penkki, jonka toisesta päädystä hohtaa 
valo. Lähempänä huomaamme, että päätyyn on 
upotettu opaalilasi, jonka takaa hohtavassa valossa 
näemme siihen kirjoitetun ”Kaljaasi Aurora”. Viereen 
on piirretty käden kuva, johon lapsenlapseni sovittaa 
omaa kättään. Samassa penkin uumenista alkaa kuulua 
puhetta. Istumme penkille kuuntelemaan tarinaa 
ajoista, jolloin merikapteeni Sundmanin laivasto 
kuljetti kauppatavaraa mereltä. Tarinankertojan 
puhellessa laivojen saapumisesta satamaan näemme 
mekin veteen heijastuvan valot, jotka voisivat olla 
lähestyvästä laivasta.”

Suunnittelija: ”Kalasatamaan on kävelyreittien 
ja rantabulevardin varrelle suunniteltu pisteitä, 
joissa saa tietoa alueen nimistöstä sekä niihin 
liittyvästä historiasta. Tietopisteen paikka ilmaistaan 

valosignaalin avulla, joka voi olla kadun kalusteeseen 
integroitu valaistu osa tai erillinen tolppa, jonka päästä 
valo hohtaa lasin läpi. Tarina aktivoidaan koskettamalla 
tiettyä kohtaa valosignaalissa tai lukemalla koodi 
mobiililaitteen avulla. Tarinaa voidaan elävöittää myös 
valaistuksen avulla pimeään vuodenaikaan, kun taas 
kesällä ja päivällä ääni on suuremmassa roolissa.
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Global urbanization means that more and more people live in cities and urban areas, 
even though the levels of urbanization vary greatly depending of the region. This trend 
has been going on for decades, and it has led to the situation where 54% of the world’s 
population were living in the urban areas in 2014, and the number is expected to grow 
up to 66% by 2050. (UN, 2014) Sustainable development challenges occur from this 
growing number of people living in dense areas. The needs of growing urban population 
include housing, infrastructure, transportation, energy, and employment as well as the 
basic needs such as education and health care. Even though some services are easier to 
provide in urban areas and in general people have higher quality of live, there are still 
huge problems in providing these services equally for everyone. Managing urban areas is 
one of the most important development challenges, as the UN report states. (UN, 2014) 
These challenges require new strategies to manage them.

As one possible strategy has been named the smart city -ideology.  A smart city aims 
to use all its resources reasonable way, in order to create better quality of life to its 
residents. The term Smart City has no common definitonn, but it can be referred to a city, 
that 

“...is a city well performing in 6 characteristics [Smart Governance, Smart Economy, Smart 
Living, Smart Mobility, Smart People and Smart Ecology], built on the ‘smart’ combination 
of endowments and activities of self-decisive, independent and aware citizens.”

(european smart cities, 2014)

Intelligent lighting goes under the category of Smart Environment as part of sustainability. 
As EU demands to decrease the energy consumption by 20% per year and one way to go 
to that direction is to cut the energy consumption of street lighting. The city of Helsinki 
was ranked in the top six in European Parliament’s Smart City research 2014. Smart City 
development in Helsinki is coordinated by Forum Virium Helsinki, which describes itself 
as “an innovation unit within the Helsinki City organization”. It aims to develop new digital 
services with other substances. The ideology of Forum Virium Helsinki is based on the 
idea, that the best way to improve the services in a city is to start with everyday life by 
developing services that really ease resident’s life. (Forum Virium Helsinki, 2014)

My working process can be divided into several phases. The first phase can be labelled 
as the pre-design research phase, in which I went through existing knowledge of the 
subject and started the analysing of the design area and recognising there typological 
lighting situations. The second phase was the planning and running a participatory design 
workshop for the residents of Kalasatama and then analysing the results. The workshop 
was realised as part of the SenCity project together with Smart Kalasatama project run by 
Forum Virium Helsinki. As the third phase I name the scenario working part, even though 
I started working with the scenarios already in the first phase by developing the Scenario 
Game Tool for the participatory workshop. The third phase was then actually writing 
those imagined situations of the use of intelligent lighting in Kalasatama, visualising 
what could happen in the future, based on my own analysis and results of the workshop. 
In the fourth phase, a conceptual plan for Kalasatama was created by bringing these 
scenarios on the map and adjusting them to fit in place. The conceptual plan, as well as 
the scenarios, were divided into four categories, referring to different viewpoints to the 
subject. The last phase in design process was then implementing the ideas presented in 
the scenarios to Verkkosaari, a subarea in Kalasatama.

Intelligent lighting design is designing with time and space. To better understand the 
user’s needs, experiences and ways to interact with lighting, the scenario-working 
method was used in early phase of my design task. The basic idea of scenario-working is 
to create short stories about a specific scene and describe in detail how the user would 
act in the space and how the lighting would react to it. The aim is instead of describing 
the system operations to describe the scene from the user’s point of view in a lightweight 
way. The form of a scenario is free, but usually it describes a setting or a situation, where 
one or multiple actors go through some process. Scenario-working is basically sketching 
with words, a quick way to visualize possible options and at the same time consider the 
emotions and reactions of the user. (Rosson & Carroll, 2002) In their article, Rosson and 
Carrol (2002) give an example of how to use the method in software development, but 
the same framework works in designing adaptive and dynamic lighting, where there are 
various variables and the experiences of the users can be taken into consideration. The 
iterative process of scenario writing method allows studying different possibilities and 
analysing them before making actual design statements or implementations.

I developed the scenario game to help working with scenarios.

Scenario Game (on the right)

The first variable in my listing was the space, categorised as I had done previously in 
the first, analysis phase. In the second row, I listed the possible actors, or persons from 
different age and user categories, who could be acting in the space. Third variable is the 
act: what is the actor doing in the space. The fourth one is the time slot when the scene 
happens. The idea is to pick a circle from each row in the first four rows and in that way 
to create the basic setting for the scenario, a rough storyline, which was then widened 
in the actual scenario. The fifth row consists of the features that describe the lighting 
experience, mainly aimed to stir imagination and bring out different aspects of the lighting 
experience. Multiple of the features are picked to create a wholesome experience. The 
sixth and the last row deals with the theme smart services, which possibly exist or are 
available in the space. This section is optional, leaving to the designer or participant an 
option to think the needs and desires of the users and possibilities to serve them better.

LightingLighting

Data

Intelligent lighting is dynamic 
lighting that adapts to the 
situation in real-time according 
to the data controlling it.
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Kalasatama
  - the old harbour area 

School of Kalasatama Capellan puistotie -street at night. 

Location of Kalasatama, Helsinki

View towards Mustikkamaa at night.

Kalasatama is a city district in the eastern part of downtown Helsinki. It is a long area located on the western side of “Kulosaaren 
silta” reaching both south and north from Itäväylä. The former harbour and industrial area is going through huge transition to a 
mixed-use area by year 2030. (Uutta Helsinkiä, 2016)  New partial disposition plan for Sörnäistenniemi and Hermanninranta, the 
area more commonly known as Kalasatama, was published in 2008. The planning area is bordered by the sea in the south and 
the east, by a patch separating the area from Arabianranta in the north, and the streets Hermannin rantatie, Lautatarhankatu 
and Sörnäisten rantatie in the west. I have chosen this same area as my design area for the conceptual plan. The new area is 
being built on the former Sörnäinen harbour, from where harbour functions have been moved to different locations.

Kalasatama area consists of multiple smaller subareas and it will be built gradually. The first area, Sörnäistenniemi, will be 
completed in year 2016 and there are now already 200 residents. The construction works in the centre of the area have started and 
the shopping mall and its 8 high-rise towers are being built. In the whole new Kalasatama, there will be housing for approximately 
20 000 people and workplaces for 8000 people. Services, such as office and cultural functions, are scattered between housing 
and closer to the mainland, whereas the seafront is reserved mainly for housing.

The area will be built dense, but green courtyards in-
side closed blocks bring air to the master plan. The in-
ner courts are to be used as common courtyards, free for 
everybody to visit. There are two main green areas in the 
area: The Kalasatama park poking finger-like into the city 
and the park in the middle of the buildings in Sompasaari. 
More natural green area is found in the northern pats of 
the area at Hermannin rantapuisto and in Mustikkamaa, 
which is connected to Kalasatama by Isoisänsilta bridge

Since Kalasatama is an old harbour area, the closeness 
of the sea has been taken as a big motive in planning the 
area. Also the names of the old islands have been taken 
in use again. Water is an evident element everywhere, as 
the planned seashore is long and offers many opportu-
nities to build by the water. The buildings are placed by 
the water, and some even on the water; this is the case 
for example in the northern Verkkosaari, where single-
family houses are planned to create a network of piers 
as streets. The architectural image of the city is to be like 
the downtown of Helsinki: densely built area with tight 
streets and relatively high buildings together with closed 
block structure in most parts of the area. 

Kalasatama area consists of multiple smaller subareas 
and it will be built gradually. The first area, Sörnäisten-
niemi, will be completed in year 2016 and there are now 
already 200 residents. The construction works in the cen-
tre of the area have started and the shopping mall and its 
8 high-rise towers are being built. In the whole new Kala-
satama, there will be housing for approximately 20 000 
people and workplaces for 8000 people. Services, such as 
office and cultural functions, are scattered between hous-
ing and closer to the mainland, whereas the seafront is 
reserved mainly for housing.

Kalasatama is located by one of main roads, Itäväylä, 
which goes through Kalasatama. The metro line from east 
to west follows the same route. Trams are planned to 
run through the area from downtown to eastern parts of 
Helsinki, as the vision of Kruunusillat will be realised dur-
ing next ten years. Baana is a high-quality pedestrian and 
cycling street built in the middle of Helsinki, offering a 
quick lane from the centre to western part of downtown. 
The same type of cycling connection has been planned 
through Kalasatama, although there it will not be discon-
nected from the other traffic forms.
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“Kalasataman fiksut valot”
  - The Smart Lights of Kalasatama

Workflow:

Results:

Thoughts and ideas collected in the workshop are presented on the map of Kalasatama. The green is for parks and 
other green areas, red is for public open spaces, yellow for traffic and blue for water related aspects.

At the end of the workshop we made a walking tour through Kalasatama. 
Lighting at the moment is not fully suitable for intelligent lighting 
applications because of the chosen lighting fixtures. The lighting of the 
streets is realised with metal-hallide luminaires, that can not be adapted 
dynamically. The contrasts in the area are strong partly because of 
contemporary construction lighting, but also because of the luminaires 
chosen are really strong.

An illustration of a scenario created in the workshop 
by the participants.

Participatory design methods are an emerging design practice that includes 
non-professionals, possibly the potential end users of the design, in the 
design process by arranging various co-design activities. The methods 
and techniques used may vary depending on the project and its scale. 
Participatory design methods are used both to introduce new technologies 
to those affected by the design and making use of participants’ tacit 
knowledge, which otherwise would not be revealed. 

Lighting design is a challencing task, especially when talking about 
intelligent lighting that is complicated and new system for the most of 
people. That is why it is important to take the future users part of the 
design process. To fullfill that aim a lighting workshop under the theme 
“Smart lighting in Kalasatama was arranger in march 2016 in collaboration 
of SenCity-project and Smart Kalasatama-project.

Our co-design workshop was arranged mainly to the people already living 
in Kalasatama, but also for everybody interested in intelligent lighting. 
Workshop session was arranged in an old harbour building in Kalasatama, 
which allowed us to observe the site in real-time. The workshop had 
two aims: the first one was to get the residents’ tacit knowledge of the 
site and find out the places and spaces they found either problematic 
or well-designed. The second aim was to research the sites designed in 
Kalasatama and think what kind of intelligence was needed and where. 
The third aim was to create together a loose lighting scenario based on 
workshop participants’ ideas and experiments. The workshop was divided 
in three phases according to these aims, adding a short introduction in 
the beginning of the workshop and a result presentation in the end. The 
participants were arranged in two groups, which both had one leader 
guiding the process.

In the first phase the map of Kalasatama we studied the map of Kalasatama. 
Spaces with different typologies were marked on the maps with different 
colours to ease understanding of the area and to focus on certain areas we 
wanted to study more careful. Naturally, as the area is still mostly unbuilt, 
participants had best input to the areas they already knew. This phase of 
the workshop was slightly structured discussion: with help of little post-
it notes with different colours indicating different themes and pens the 
notes were made on the map to find the places caused reactions. There 
were four themes: blue indicated the thoughts connected to the water 
element, yellow was used for moving around, green for parks and other 
leisure areas and red for open public spaces. 

Squares were found, in all the subareas of Kalasatama, to open 
the city structure. The main hope of the workshop participants 
was, that all the subareas would have a unique identity and 
they would be spread equally in the whole area. The existing 
focus points in the area were praised for their urban cultures, 
and the temporary installations or market squares were found 
interesting and enlivening the environment. 

Traffic caused a lot of concern to the people of Kalasatama. 
They lived basically in the middle of a huge building site, and 
the traffic arrangements were changing constantly, as the 
construction works in the middle moved from one phase to 
the next. Due to that process, orientation in the area was 
found rather difficult and the temporary structures somewhat 
confusing. The environments, which were constructed because 
of the temporary routes, were found unappealing and even 
scary, especially the under passage of Itäväylä. Safe and smooth 
moving around with different vehicles and foot were found 
important and the planned fast cycling route through the area 
was considered useful. The people moving with different speeds 
caused concern for participants, and the solutions to warn or 

slow down cyclists were found important to study. The existing 
part of the seafront boulevard, which was not long yet, was 
found pleasant due to its views and places to sit down.

Parks were found appealing and wanted openings in the urban 
city structure with their atmosphere and activities. The closeness 
of Mustikkamaa island, which is still in relatively natural state, and 
the view of its lit paths behind the water were found appealing. 
The opening of the Isoisänsilta (Grandfather’s bridge) leading to 
the island was awaited eagerly .  Mustikkamaa was found the 
main place to go jogging or to enjoy the nature. Parks, instead, 
were found to be places to meet other people and places for 
urban activities and playgrounds for children.

Seafronts were found as places to stroll around and spend time 
at. Activities were wished to be placed along the route. It came 
out that there were plenty of good fishing spots between the 
main land and Mustikkamaa, and that theme was brought up 
several times during the workshop to emphasize its meaning 
to the residents. Safety issues by the water raised concerns, 
especially among people with small children.

Second part of the workshop consisted of an analysis in bigger scale of a 
certain place. I had pre-made maps of four different places, a square by 
the canal, a square between buildings, a street by the water and a park, 
we went through the same discussion more thorough. We worked with 
the same method as with the big map: the conversation went through a 
slightly guided discussion. 

In the third part of the workshop a scenario was created by following the 
idea of a scenario play. The map of the design space was printed on the 
paper and the toolkit consisted of round-shaped pieces of paper with 
illustrations of the different categories, suggesting ideas of user(s), action, 
time, lighting experience and possible smart services. The participants 
went through the boxes and created stories of how people they chose 
to be the experiences would act in the space, what type of lighting there 
would be and how it could dynamically change and what would be the 
adaptation trigger in the situation. The aim was to create an illustrated 
and recorded scenario of an adaptive lighting situation, which actually 
made the participants, non-professionals light designers. During the 
whole workshop the emotions of participants were really aroused when 
they described the places they found pleasant or on the other hand, dark 
and scary.

The persons living in Kalasatama had many thoughts, ideas and concerns of the lighting of their living environment and the area in 
general. 
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Smart Lighting Scenarios

Kalasatama - general view over the area.
Helicopter pilot: “I follow the lights of Itäväylä when I fly from east towards Kalasatama.  The 
lights of the motorway gloom dimly but clearly, contrary to the dark water under the motorway 
as I approach the area. It is early in the morning, and the sides of the bridge are glooming pale 
blue guiding the way to the city centre through the tower blocks in the middle of Kalasatama. All 
of the towers have subtle coloured light stripes differentiating them from each other and creating 
a contrast towards the morning sky. Somewhere between them, most possibly from the gardens 
between the buildings, more naturally tinted light softens the image. 

I make a slight turn to the left just before reaching the towers and follow the seashore to the south. 
By the sea I can see the figures of people walking towards the metro station. The contrast between 
still dark water and the lit sidewalk is soft and I cannot see any light reflected. The square opening 
to water is brightly lit though, and I see people moving around in a quick tempo. Perhaps they are 
arranging some event in there, I think. 

The lit stripes of main roads leading from south to north are clearly visible from my heights. The 
housing streets are a bit less bright, but I can see bunches of school children walking towards 
school, which is distinctive with its bright yard. A warm, inviting light is glooming from the middle 
of the closed housing blocks. There is no glare up to the sky: all the light I can see is reflected from 
the ground, a play of light and shadow. There a just a few exceptions: the art bridge I just flew over 
and the old factory pipe reaching up to the heights, which is lit with warm orange this morning. It 
is depicting the weather forecast if I remember right, and apparently, the day will be warm.

Lighting designer: “The old factory pipe is a prominent element over the whole Kalasatama and 
even further. It works well as an outside thermometer: by only glancing out through the window a 
rough estimation of a day’s temperature can be seen. The temperature is shown in two ways: light 
is cast around the pipe so, that when the temperature is low, also the lit area is lower and as the 
temperature rises also the lit part of the tower rises. The additional way to indicate temperature is 
the use of colours: the colour of light changes gradually indicating the temperature. The scale stars 
with light blue reflecting the coldest temperatures and on the other end of the spectrum are warm 
orange tones indicates the warmer degrees. Both changes happen parallel and the transformation 
is smooth and dynamic, according to the weather sensor information. The pipe is lit during morning 
and evening hours, when it is relatively dark.”

Bike lane - safety in the crossroads
Cyclist:” The cycling lane is lit pleasantly in front of me, I can see far away and there are no dark 
spots, so I dare to drive pretty fast. I am really happy with my new bike, which saves me 10 minutes 
every day of my ride to work. I pass the screen informing me that I am the 50th cyclist passing 
the check point today, and as a passionate supporter of sustainable ways to move around that 
gives me joy. The screen also tells me my speed with green numbers, which indicates that it’s safe 
speed concerning the weather situation. When the route is slippery, read colour would guide me 
to slow down the speed. The Baana street curves towards the housing from the woods, and by 
the transition the whole environment turns brighter. I notice something different on the ground in 
front of me and as I speed closer, I see that it is a huge pedestrian crossing sign projected on the 
street. I get the message and slow down.” 

Lighting designer:” The lighting of Baana functions automatically according to the weather and 
lighting conditions measured by the sensors in the luminaires. The system reacts also on the amount 
and speed of the users. In the night, when there is no one, the lights dim down and when activity 
is noticed, the lights brighten up. The system collects the information of the speed of movers, and 
adapts the brighter lit area according to their needs of seeing as ones moving quicker need to 
see longer than those moving slower. The chances in the lighting are subtle and soft to make the 
experience pleasant.”  

Creating an atmosphere for an evening -  informing about happenings
Tourist:” The atmosphere in the square is inviting. There is some soft light coming from the sides, 
the oak leaves are beautifully lit from down and I see people chatting in the light that is shimmering 
from under the benches. In the middle of the square is a large yellow light cone for no clear reason 
that makes me curious. As I step on it, I hear my phone make a beeping sound. In the yellow light I 
read on my screen the text that welcomes me to the next day’s pop-up restaurant happening and 
offers a link to the website. I decide to come back next evening too.

Today the square looks totally different. The whole place is buzzing with people and the place 
which was yesterday an open space is now packed with tents and trucks offering food. The focus is 
now clearly in the middle, as it is more brightly lit than the sides, also with some coloured lights. 
I notice that in the place where the yellow light cone was yesterday, is now a restaurant selling 
Indian food.  Also the atmospheric benches from yesterday are now lit with inviting colours, and 
as I sit down with a plate full of good smelling food the colour turns pleasant to help me see the 
food I am eating. The whole place makes me feel I am in totally different place than yesterday, 
somewhere hundreds of kilometres away.”

Lighting planner: “In the website of the restaurant day the restaurant keepers can locate their 
restaurant on the map and inform about opening hours. The data is then brought further to the 
lighting control system to tell where special lighting is needed and when. The restaurant keeper can 
ask for optimisation of lighting and ask for special colours for squares, market places and walking 
streets. It is also possible to buy an advertisement, a light cone, normal, coloured or patterned, set 
to the planned restaurant location. When the sensor recognises movement on the light cone, it 
sends an invitation to the person’s mobile device.”

Signal lights - activating a story
Grandfather:” I take a walk on the street boulevard with my grandchild. It is a lovely evening, the 
line of trees is lit on the side of the road and I can see people walking on the other side of the water 
in Mustikkamaa. There is a bench by the water and some stripes of light are shining from the end 
of it. There is a graving on the lit opal surface, typing the name “Galleass Aurora”.  My grandchild 
puts her hand on the hand drawn by the graving, and at the same time we hear a voice. We sit 
down to listen the story of the galleass as the storyteller describes how it arrived home after a long 
trip. I can see it arriving to the harbour, it’s magnificent. The ghost of the arriving ship looks so real, 
that it makes me wonder if it is really is just an illusion created with lights and shadows. The whole 
experience is like travelling back in time for real!”

Lighting designer:” There are spots by the walking streets and seafront boulevard in Kalasatama,  
where there is possible to get information about the history and stories behind the names in the 
area. The information spot is pointed out by using a light signal, that can be an integrated part of a 
luminaire, or a single light bollard. The story I activated by touching the light signal or by reading a 
code by a mobile appliance. The stories can be animated with lights in the dark times of the year, 
but the voice has the more vital role on daytime and summer nights. 

The intelligent lighting scenarios were written based on the analysis of the area and the results of 
the workshop. Scenarios are short written narratives describing a situation, changes happening 
and emotions of the person experienciencing the situation. All the scenarios are written from the 
viewpoint of an imaginary citizen and completed with system describtion by as well imaginary 
lighting designer.
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City in View

CIty on Hold

City in Move

City in Mind

Intelligent Lighting  in Kalasatama
  - A Conceptual Plan

Intelligent lighting in Kalasatama aims to ease the everyday-life of the residents, improve public spaces and create better living 
environment, and improve the quality of life in its wide spectrum. Dynamic and in real-time adaptive lighting is integral part of 
this new part of the city in year 2030. The focus is in humans and their everyday experiences in urban environment and culture. 

The conceptual plan for intelligent lighting is based on the ideas and themes brought up in the scenarios, which were presented 
in the previous chapter. Like the scenarios, also the conceptual plan is divided into four subcategories, which describe different 
themes considering intelligent lighting in urban environment. The themes were presented in the scenarios section, and they are 
given a physical space and limits in the conceptual plan.

City in View (on the left)

Kalasatama creates the eastern border of downtown Helsinki. It offers 
spectacular views to the surroundings thanks to the long shoreline. The lit 
image of Kalasatama is described through two main motives in intelligent 
city lighting. 

The yellow dots on the map represent the lit walking route along the shore 
through Kalasatama. It is possible to order darkness in the spots where the 
views to the surroundings are the best (marked with arrows). The ordering 
is done through a mobile application.

Public information is shared at the points that are the most visible from 
outside the area, the bridges leading to Kalasatama and the old power station 
pipe. The pipe will be taken in use as a thermometer tower to present the 
weather forecast for the coming day.

City on Hold (on the right)
Kalasatama has plenty of small squares and other places to be used by the 
residents. These are the spaces where people gather together and meet 
aech other, spend time and do sports. Public spaces are made attractive at 
night by allowing the adaptation of lighting, offering spaces and walls for 
self-expression and providing activating lighting installations. 

The red areas in the maps show the market places, squares in the city 
and the pedestrian zones where everything happen. There the lighting 
can be personalised for special events. The light green show the common 
courtyards, where lighting can be adjusted to the private events. Third level 
of personalised lighting is for individuals, to create functionally optimal 
lighting conditions for everybody.  

Red and white dots on the map where activities with light functions are 
installed.

City in Move (on the right)
Smart living includes smart ways to move around. In Kalasatama, moving 
around in dark times is made smart by using a system that creates ideal 
lighting conditions for every weather, user and time of the day. There are 
many types of streets in the area and they vary greatly in sizes and traffic 
load. Energy-savings are naturally also one aspect, but lighting is used also to 
warn about possible risks in traffic, focusing on the street walkers. Attention 
is paid to the persons using “light traffic” and their conditions on pavements, 
cycling paths and walking areas are lit visually comfortably maintaining the 
required level of safety. Information about public transportation is shared 
by using light signals along the tram routes through the area and by the 
metro station. 

The street lighting of Kalasatama works hierarchically, uses motion detecting 
sensors. The lighting levels are set down during night hours, but activity in 
the city brightens the street up again.

City in Mind (on the left) 

Smart City Kalasatama collects data from its functions, users and their 
actions and uses it to provide services for residents. Intelligent systems 
of Kalasatama share information through lighting and offer smart services 
that help to find the places and services the residents need. Navigation and 
information services are available through mobile applications or other 
devices throughout the area. Information about happenings in the area are 
sent to a person’s mobile device as they walk by the venue, if they have 
allowed the service.  There are also some extra services, such as voices for a 
public movie screening, if the person is willing to pay for it. The Story Signal 
spots which offer stories and information about the history of the area are 
located on the places where people walk and spend time in.

Blue areas on the map show the spaces where smart services are available 
and yellow dotted line shows the route around Kalasatama. 
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Case Verkkosaari
  - Implementations

In the late evening, when 
there is no one playing in 
the playground, the basic 
lighting is dimmed down.

In order to encourage 
children to enter the dimly 
lit playground, there are 
some interesting light 
figures projected on the 
ground. In this case the 
motivators are butterflies.

As the child enters the 
playground, the basic 
lighting turns on gradually

to provide safe environment 
for play. Butterflies are 
still visible and they react 
to the movement of the 
playing children by playing 
tag for example.

Butterflies created by light 
circulate slowly to create 
movement to the empty 
playground.

Playground

When the tram reaches 
the walking area, all the 
ground lights have turned 
red.

The tram drives towards 
the walking street, where 
the light dots on the ground 
smoothly turn red. People 
walking on the street know 
to go on the sides, even 
though they do not yet see 
the tram.

The tram has passed the 
passage and all lights 
are green again. People 
walking on the street can 
safely stroll around again.

As the tram passes the 
passage, the lights turn 
back to green behind the 
tram.

Warning lights

Section A-A  1:20017. 10. 16. 14. 5. 6. 1.

A common courtyard on a casual evening

A common courtyard during a neighbourhood get together.
Common Courtyards are spaces where people meet their neighbours and get together with their family.  This quartier, a super block that consists 
of three housing buildings and a planted walking area between them, is an ideal place to get together with friends. The lighting of the courtyard 
is connected to the “Your Light Time” application which offers the residents the possibility to change the lighting settings according to their needs 
within the time window they reserve through the program. 

Visual Lighting Masterplan of Kalasatama

Verkkosaari, which is divided in two parts, the southern and the northern part, is an area 
located north from the centre of Kalasatama. It is boarded by the sea in the east and the 
Hermannin rantatie street in the west. The lighting design of Verkkosaari is made to enable 
intelligently controlled lighting, following the principles of the conceptual plan.
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